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This study examined Georgia charter school teachers'
and principals' perceptions of the ideal and actual
practices in the eight key areas of shared decision making:
budgeting, curriculum/instruction, facilitating procedures
and structures, goals/vision/mission, operations, staffing,
staff development, and standards and their overall
impressions of shared decision making. The researcher
based this study on the contention that teachers' and
principals' perceptions would differ on the importance of
and the extent to which shared decision making was being
implemented in Georgia charter schools.
A quantitative approach was used to conduct this
study. The instrument used in this study was a revision of
Russell, Cooper, and Greenblatt's TIPS 2 survey. The
population was the sample for this study. The data
collected from the teachers and principals of fourteen
Georgia charter schools on the two-part Likert-type
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questionnaire were analyzed using the multivariate analysis
of variance statistical tool. The researcher found that
there was not a statistically significant difference in
Georgia charter school teachers' and principals'
perceptions of the actual practices in shared decision
making. It was discovered that there were statistically
significant differences in (1) teachers' perceptions of
the ideal and actual practices in shared decision making,
(2) principals' perceptions of the ideal and actual
practices in shared decision making, and (3) teachers' and
principals' perceptions of the ideal of shared decision
making.
One of the major conclusions from the findings in this
study was that charter schools need to explore and examine
the effectiveness of their structures and processes for
shared decision making. It can be concluded that both
teachers and principals differ among themselves and with
each other in their knowledge base of shared decision
making and how it should be implemented. It can also be
concluded that teachers and principals in charter schools
must experience a paradigm shift in their traditional
roles: teachers must start expanding their focus beyond
the realms of their classrooms, and principals must learn
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Educators from all over the country have presented
ideas on how to improve this place called school, which has
resulted in the emergence of several restructuring options
(Glickman 1993, Goodlad 1984, Kozol 1991, Sizer 1989).
While each restructuring initiative has a unique approach to
improving public education, they all seem to share the same
basic concerns: lack of autonomy, teachers not having a
voice in the decision-making process, teacher isolation,
lack of parental support, tracking, low standards, student/
teacher ratios, lack of student interest, and insufficient
funds (McGree 1995). Although research tends to indicate
that many schools and school systems are actively engaged in
the restructuring process, if restructuring can be defined
as:
activities that change fundamental assumptions,
practices and relationships, both within the organ¬
ization and between the organization and the outside
world, in ways that lead to improved and varied
student learning outcomes for essentially all stu¬
dents, then most schools are involved in some forms
of incremental improvement practices and not serious
restructuring (Conley 1992, 3).
In the quest to address the schools' inability to
restructure, educators have been rethinking many aspects
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about how "this place called school" should be designed to
facilitate learning (Goodlad 1984, 274). Of particular
interest to educators is the decentralizing of decision
making through shared governance, the capstone for restruc¬
turing and renewing education (David 1996) .
Charter schools, the reform initiative which
mandates shared decision making, are the most promising
restructuring approach to schooling because they are based
on the concept of shared decision making (Page 1996) . The
charter'school concept embodies what reformers and educators
view as "best practices" over the last decade (McGree 1995).
All of the central values of innovation, autonomy, account¬
ability, choice, teacher professionalism, efficiency, and
system-wide improvements are converged as the rationale for
this single reform strategy, charter schools (McGree 1995).
Furthermore, the charter school concept is politically
attractive and feasible in light of recent movements to
redefine and create new governance structures for increased
responsiveness and local control (McGree 1995) .
The components of a charter school that are related
to shared decision making significantly depart from the
management and decision-making structure of traditional
public schools (McGree 1995) . Local school boards and state
entities that once controlled every aspect of the school-
house are now subject to parameters dictated by the pro¬
visions proposed in the shared governance section of the
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school's charter (Educational Information Center 1995).
Charter schools, through shared governance, can receive
formula-drive funding as if they are school districts.
Through shared decision making, parents, faculty, staff, and
members of the community determine or describe the specific
outcomes they want their students to achieve. They can
design, via shared governance, exactly how they choose to
operate their schools and, most importantly, how decisions
are made within their schools (Page 1996). Shared gover¬
nance, or shared decision making, provides a vehicle to ask
for exemptions that remove most state and local regulations
(Educational Information Center 1995). Exemptions may also
result in a change in the roles assumed by administrators,
teachers, parents, and members of the community (Educational
Information Center 1995).
Shared decision making decentralizes control, trans¬
ferring it from local school boards to the members of the
school community. Therefore, shared decision making places
the responsibility and authority for making the majority of
decisions at the school building level rather than at the
central administration or school board level of the district
(Jacobs 1993) . The basic premise of shared decision making
revolves around empowering those who are closest to the
students to produce decisions better tailored to the
particular needs of students (Briggs and Wohlsteller 1994).
Lifton (1992) asserted that teachers know and understand the
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needs of their students better than anyone. If the teachers
had the authority to make decisions right at the building
level, without being subject to any outside bureaucracy,
much greater progress could be made. Lifton (1992) further
asserted that the power to run the schools should also be
shared with parents of the community to acknowledge their
vital stake in their children's education. Jacobs (1993, 8)
stated that "shared decision making provides a clear and
critical path for increased parental and community involve¬
ment." .Karant (1989) suggested that shared governance
enhances professionalism by affording teachers greater
participation, which is satisfying to teachers because it
expands their responsibilities in ways that give them
significant influence in making their schools better.
Charter schools are the most viable reform initia¬
tive involving shared decision making. Shared decision
making gives members of the school community the autonomy
to determine who will govern and how the school shall be
governed. The extent of decentralization of the schools
depends on whether the educational charter proposes full
control over management and personnel decisions, school
budget, staff development, textbook funds, and per-pupil
funds (McGree 1995) . Shared decision making is the process
that affords the opportunity for educators, parents, and
members of the community to participate in profound dis¬
cussions that concern every aspect of "this place called
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school" (Goodlad 1984, 274). Glickman (1990, 28) stated
that "if educators are to teach students how to gain entry
into the knowledge and power of profound discussions, then
they must gain entry into the knowledge and power of the
profound discussions in their schools." Shared decision
making, which is mandated in charter schools, is the vehicle
that allows the school stakeholders to participate in the
profound discussions. These profound discussions and deci¬
sions concerning the school will significantly alter the
decision-making role of the principal.
Purpose of the, ..ajmOy
The purpose of this study was four-fold: (1) to
determine Georgia charter school teachers' perceptions of
the ideal and actual practices in shared decision making;
(2) to determine Georgia charter school principals' percepr
tions of the ideal and actual practices in shared decision
making; (3) to determine Georgia charter school teachers'
and principals' perceptions of the ideal and actual prac¬
tices of shared decision making; and (4) to determine the
implications of the extent of congruence between the views
of teachers and principals.
Background of the Problem
For years, educational reformers have called for
fundamental shifts in what takes place in the classrooms
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and schools. American public schools have responded by
embracing a rhetoric of change, but their practices have
conformed to the conservative agenda as far back as the
creation of the public high school (Katz 1968) . Despite the
schools' inability to implement change, the schoolhouse is
still considered critical to attaining the public objectives
of those advocating change and reform (Drake and Roe 1991).
School reform or restructuring is a process, not a
program or product (Guskey and Peterson 1996) . The results
of efforts to reform, restructure, or improve the educa¬
tional process has remained a bureaucratic system that is
systematically unchanged (Gainey 1994) . This can be
attributed to schools responding to public outcry by
implementing efforts at such a rapid rate that the changes
appear as blurs—here today and gone tomorrow (Thomas 1989).
Although there is no simple model or best way to effect
change in a schoolhouse, strong leadership from the prin¬
cipal is the critical ingredient in the ongoing process of
restructuring (Drake and Roe 1991, English 1994).
English (1994, 23) stated that in a restructured
school "the principal allegiance must shift from enforcing
the norms of the system to becoming the agent of teachers,
parents, and students in an entrepreneurial setting."
Murphy (1990, 51) further stated:
Principals in restructured schools seem to be work¬
ing in an increasingly turbulent policy environment.
They are bombarded with a plethora of new initia¬
tives grounded in rediscovered concepts of learning
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and refrained views of leadership, organization, and
governance.
Despite the leadership of strong principals,
reformers have still concluded that our nation's schools
are failing to provide many students with the high-quality
education needed to become responsible, productive citizens
in this global society. To address this problem, reformers
have urged reconsideration of traditional notions of schools
as institutions where "learning is the warden to time"
(Canady ,1995, 15) .
Reformers are advocating that the schoolhouse be
designed from the bottom up, limited by neither previous
practice nor burdensome regulations (McDonnell 1989, McGree
1995) . They are demanding that institutions deregulate the
educational system and transfer authority from the federal,
state, and even district levels to the schoolhouse in return
for accountability for increased student achievement (Budde
1996a, 1996b; McDonnell 1989; McGree 1995) .
Despite nearly a decade of intense reform efforts,
the public is still frustrated with the pace and scope of
school improvement (Gainey 1994). In fact, few believe that
schools have experienced substantial or lasting improve¬
ments. Therefore, the American educational system continues
to be portrayed as bureaucratic, outdated, and in need of
radical restructuring (Gainey 1994) .
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Reform has become the new coin of the education
realm (Freedman 1995) . The intensity of the desire to
reform seems to have accelerated as the twenty-first century
approaches (Freedman 1995) . In an effort to survive indi¬
vidually and collectively, legislators developed an appro¬
priate response to the reformers' massive appeals for
change. Their response aligned with the concept of the
power of local control and with the idea that those closest
to the locus of educational activity are in the best posi¬
tion to.make critical decisions about teaching and learning
(Freedman 1995). The legislatures' responses also advocated
freeing school personnel from stifling state and local regu¬
lations, empowering local schools to create more innovative
and personal learning environments that could better meet
the needs of all students (Freedman 1995). As a result of
this paradigm shift, a new educational delivery system
emerged as the latest—and perhaps the most radical—model
for school reform. This concept suggests a fundamentally
different approach to school management that allows indi¬
vidual schools to govern themselves in exchange for receiv¬
ing specific goals set forth in an educational charter. The
statement "democracy rests on the consent of the governed"
describes this restructuring initiative: charter schools
(Freedman 1995) .
Charter schools, according to Freedman (1995) , are
public schools created under an alternative legal framework
that allows them to be fully autonomous while retaining all
the values of public education. McGree (1995) said that
charter schools, unlike traditional schools, are created by
way of a contract that is negotiated between a group of
school organizers who develop and run the school and a
sponsoring body that oversees the provisions of the charter
Page (1996) defined charter schools as a kind of hybrid
between public and private schools. They are nonsectarian
and nonreligious. They have more autonomy and more freedom
than mainstream public education. Wagner (1996) described
charter schools as an option to "skunk works" schools that
encourage new approaches to teaching and learning so that
the work of reinventing American education can progress.
Finally, charter schools are schools that have a binding
agreement among the local school, the local board of educa¬
tion, and the state board of education. This agreement
spells out the goals and objectives of the school and how
the school will be run. According to McGree (1995), the
promise and appeal of this new educational delivery system
are based on the following six characteristics:
1. They encourage innovation because they operate
as independent and legally autonomous entities.
2. They are accountable and focus on results.
3. They expand public school choice for all, but
particularly for students at risk of academic failure.
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4. They provide new and increased professional
opportunities for teachers.
5. They require little additional funding or
resources to implement.
6. They act as a catalyst for improvement through¬
out the entire public education system.
The process of decision making is a complex phenom¬
enon that has been extensively analyzed, from both indi¬
vidual and organizational perspectives. Decision making,
according to March and Simon (1970), involves making optimal
choices in a clearly defined environment. The rational
decision-making process makes available the whole set of
alternatives from which to choose an action, in order to
understand the consequences that follow the choices.
Lipham's (1974) rational decision-making model addressed
three basic dimensions of the decision-making process:
(1) how a decision is made determined in the decision-making
stage; (2) what (decision content) a decision deals with
and how it relates to the functional areas of the school
(budget, curriculum/instruction, facilitating procedures and
structures, goals/vision/mission, operations, staffing,
staff development, and structure); and (3) decision involve¬
ment. Decision involvement concerns who is involved and
their level of participation in the decision-making process
(Lipham 1974) .
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The level of involvement is measured in terms of how
often groups or individuals are given the opportunity to
participate in the decision-making process. Studies on how
to measure decision involvement (Alutto and Belasco 1972)
revealed that discrepancies exist between the actual and
desired levels of involvement. Alutto and Belasco (1972)
found that discrepancies exist in three conditions: deci¬
sion deprivation, decision equilibrium, and decision
saturation. Russell, Cooper, and Greenblatt (1992) dis¬
covered that assessing participation in shared decision
making can be difficult, but it is necessary to relate
progress and achievement to shared decision making. They
developed an instrument called TIPS 2 that assesses the
level of teacher participation across eight dimensions of
shared decision making. According to Lipham (1974), the
instrument assesses the technical and managerial domains of
shared decision making.
Although the decision-making process involves how
the decisions are made, what the decisions in a school
encompass, the level of involvement in the decision-making
process, and the areas of shared decision making are
directly related to this study. The philosophy of a shared
approach to decision making is not only the very core of
charter schools but is also mandated. Shared decision
making is based on the premise of participatory democracy.
It allows meaningful involvement in decisions by a wide
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cross-section of stakeholders at the school level and from
the community (Alutto and Belasco 1972; Russell, Cooper,
and Greenblatt 1992) . The constituents or stakeholders
(parents, teachers, administrators, and community members)
are empowered as members of the decision-making authority.
Therefore, the level or the extent to which shared decision
making actually takes place in charter schools should remain
in a state of decision equilibrium (Alutto and Belasco
1972).
Shared decision making, the intricate component of
charter schools, offers newly granted freedoms to the local
school that have never been offered before: autonomy,
responsibility, and accountability for increasing student
achievement (David 1996; Malen, Ogawa, and Kranz 1990;
McGree 1995) . It is the possibility of these newly granted
freedoms acquired through shared decision making for schoo-ls
with charter status that has strong implications for the
decision-making role of the building-level principal.
Statement of the Problem
The problem investigated in this comprehensive study
is that principals have only been socialized in the tradi¬
tional bureaucratic, top-down approach to decision making;
therefore, they may not be prepared for the dramatic changes
that shared decision making, which is mandated in charter
schools, will have on their role as decision makers. The
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effects of principals not being prepared for the change are
impeding the successful implementation of shared decision
making in Georgia charter schools. This problem has evolved
even though research has revealed that shared decision
making increases productivity in the schoolhouse and in
spite of the fact that charter schools mandate the transfer¬
ring or redistribution of formal decision-making authority
from the principal to units such as governance committees,
executive councils, governance boards, or design teams
formed in the schoolhouse. However, it is the transferring
of power and the possibility of newly granted freedoms
acquired through shared decision making that blurs the
traditionally clear lines of decision-making autonomy
between the school stakeholders and the principal.
Consequently, as more and more schools acquire
charter status, principals may not be prepared for the
dramatic changes in their decision-making role that charter
status mandates. They may feel threatened by the concept of
shared decision making because they are only familiar with
the bureaucratic, top-down approach to managing a school.
They may also be ill-equipped to lead by influence rather
than by control. Whatever the reasons, principals are still
reluctant to share their decision-making power. The prin¬
cipals' reluctance to share their decision-making power is
creating a barrier that is causing differences to exist in
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teachers' and principals' concepts of their actual practices
in shared decision making. This is coupled with the fact
that there are little or no data on teachers' and princi¬
pals' perceptions of the ideal of shared decision making.
There are also little or no data on the areas where
teachers' and principals' perceptions of the ideal and
actual practices in shared decision making are congruent or
noncongruent.
Significance of the Study
The concept of autonomous public schools, operated
independently of a school board, is proving irresistible to
educators. Thus, widespread chartering of public schools is
inevitable and will fundamentally change the way we do
public education, significantly impacting the role of the
principal. Little, if any, research has been conducted on
schools that have achieved charter status to determine
teachers' and principals' perceptions of their roles in
implementing shared decision making. There has also been
little research done to determine teachers' and principals'
perceptions of the ideal of shared decision making.
Therefore, this study: (1) is the first and only
of such studies responding to an identified need in the
research literature; (2) examined Georgia charter school
principals' perceptions of the ideal and actual practices in
shared decision making; (3) examined Georgia charter school
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teachers' perceptions of the ideal and actual practices in
shared decision making; (4) examined areas of shared deci¬
sion making in Georgia charter schools where teachers' and
principals' perceptions of the ideal and actual practices in
shared decision making are congruent and noncongruent; (5)
will enable practitioners to assess the dimensions of shared
decision making already in place and plan for implementation
of those that are not in place; and (6) will add to the
evolving body of knowledge on shared decision making and
charter,schools.
Research Questions
The research questions investigated in this compre¬
hensive study were the following:
1. What is the difference between Georgia charter
school teachers' perceptions of the ideal and actual prac-1
tices in shared decision making?
2. What is the difference between Georgia charter
school principals' perceptions of the ideal and actual
practices in shared decision making?
3. What is the difference between Georgia charter
school teachers' and principals' perceptions of the ideal of
shared decision making?
4. What is the difference between Georgia charter
school teachers' and principals' perceptions of the actual
practices of shared decision making?
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Summary
School reform has become the new coin of the educa¬
tion realm. Reformers are advocating that the schoolhouse
be designed from the bottom up, limited by neither previous
practice nor burdensome regulations. In an effort to sur¬
vive individually and collectively, legislators developed an
appropriate response to the reformers' massive appeals for
change. The legislators' responses advocated freeing school
personnel from stifling state and local regulations, empow¬
ering lQcal schools to create more innovative and personal
learning environments that could better meet the needs of
all students.
The statement "democracy rests on the consent of the
governed" describes this restructuring initiative: charter
schools. Charter schools transfer or redistribute formal
decision-making authority from the principal to units such
as governance committees, executive councils, governance
boards, or design teams formed in the schools. A charter
school functions with relatively high autonomy in terms of:
what students learn, how instruction is packaged, and how it
is delivered; how students are placed, grouped, and sched¬
uled; how school decisions are made; how funds are allocated
and used; and how the community is involved in supporting
the school. Simply stated, a public school granted charter
school status is empowered with the freedom to rethink,
redesign, and reengineer the school from the ground up.
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The process of decision making is a complex
phenomenon that has been extensively analyzed, from both
individual and organizational perspectives. The issue of
shared governance is one of the most fundamental differences
in the decision-making process of traditional public schools
and charter schools. This new, more systemic transfer of
decision-making authority in the political arena is
paralleled by decentralizing themes which have long been
prominent in education reform.
Shared decision making is the process that affords
the opportunity for educators, parents, and members of the
community to participate in the profound discussions that
concern every aspect of "this place called school." These
profound discussions and decisions concerning the school
will significantly alter the decision-making role of the
principal.
In Chapter II, the review of the literature includes
topics on educational restructuring and the types of
restructuring movements that are found in Georgia. Also, a
large portion of the research in Chapter II is devoted to
charter schools and shared decision making.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Educational Restructuring
For more than half a century, nationally acclaimed
researchers have sought to evaluate the state of public
education and to address the glaring shortcomings of the
system., The Progressive Education Association's "Eight-Year
Study," of the 1930s, the Head Start Programs of the 1960s,
the Carnegie Task Force's reports, A Place Called School
(Goodlad 1984) , A Nation at Risk (National Commission on
Excellence in Education 1983) , High School: A Report on
Secondary Education in America (Boyer 1983) , Horace's
Compromise (Sizer 1984) , the Crossroads in American Educa¬
tion report (1988) , Horace's School (Sizer 1992) , and Savage
Inequalities (Kozol 1991) have all provided strong arguments
for changing the foundation of public education.
The significant efforts of these studies to change,
reform, restructure, or improve the educational process has
still resulted in a bureaucratic school system that has
systematically remained unchanged (Gainey 1994). In fact,
in 1632 Cormenius stated:
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For more than 100 years much complaint has been made
of the unmethodical way in which schools are con¬
ducted, but it is only within the last 30 years that
any serious attempt has been made to find a remedy
for the state of things. And with what results?
Schools remain exactly as they were.
Muncey and McQuillan (1992, 489), in an ethnographic
study from 1986 through 1990 of eight schools involved in
the Coalition of Essential Schools restructuring process,
did not intend for their study "to ring the death knell for
restructuring." However, their study indicated that a major
problem.with restructuring was that the level of change that
occurred was extensive and unprecedented and that schools
that were involved in change tended to be isolated from the
rest of the schools. "Although our research spanned nearly
five years, the structure, dominant pedagogy, and disciplin¬
ary divisions of American secondary schools have remained
relatively unchanged for nearly 100 years" (Muncey and
McQuillan 1992, 489).
Conley (1992), on the other hand, believed that
educators in some schools that are rethinking education and
that are willing to deal with the key issues of restructur¬
ing will experience substantial changes in a bureaucratic
system that has not experienced fundamental changes in more
than a hundred years. Five issues, according to Conley,
determine if a school is truly engaged in the process of
restructuring. Conley also believed that these issues are
predictors of successful restructuring.
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The first issue, systems thinking, involves trans¬
forming disconnected projects to a vision that overarches
and unites the projects. This vision must be created in an
environment where participants have access to all the
information concerning the school. The vision must also be
developed from the bottom up so that it can be owned by
everyone in the organization (Conley 1992) .
The second issue, moving to outcomes, establishes
the purposes of schooling by driving the curriculum and
instructional methods. This issue is very important in
restructuring nationally and at the state and local level
(Conley 1992) .
The third issue, schools as open systems, must be
addressed because of the external pressures calling for
fundamental changes in education. As schools respond to
these pressures, it becomes clear that schools cannot
accomplish their missions without the support of the
community at large (Conley 1992) .
The fourth issue, the challenge of the at-risk
student, enables the school to look seriously at its
at-risk students so that goals and organizational practices
can change to facilitate success for all students (Conley
1992) .
The fifth and final issue, principals and power,
is of paramount importance to the successful process of
restructuring. This issue involves principals learning to
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redefine their roles in the restructured school (Conley
1992).
Whereas Conley (1992) equated the ability to
successfully restructure public education in terms of
schools adequately addressing five issues, Shanker (1990)
proposed using incentives to restructure public schooling.
He believed that if restructuring is going to work, it must
have the capacity to be carried out by ordinary people,
respond to new challenges, depart significantly from our
traditipnal system, and reflect the principle of self¬
renewal. Shanker (1990) further asserted that it is
imperative that we have an educational system whose reforms
will be able to maintain our standard of living, graduate
the vast majority of our students as capable of functioning
in society, avert the growth of a permanent underclass, and
maintain a functional democracy into the next century.
Types of Restructuring
Many of the commission reports in the 1980s and
the Carnegie Task Force suggested that schools must be
"rebuilt"; repairing them is not enough because their
structure and organization are fundamentally flawed (Walberg
and Lane 1989) . Sizer (1989) and the Coalition of Essential
Schools shared the Carnegie Task Force's "uncompromising
insistence on challenging the assumptions underlying school
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organization and schooling itself" (Walberg and Lane 1989,
5) .
The Coalition of Essential Schools, organized in
1984 by Theodore Sizer (1986) , is a practical effort at
"rebuilding," at making new compromises in the procedures
and goals of the schoolhouse that better the conditions of
the workplace for teachers and allow for increases in
student performance (Walberg and Lane 1989) . The coalition
is sponsored by the National Association of Secondary School
Principals and by the National Association of Independent
Schools. It is based on three books that were the result of
a research study on high schools spanning the years 1979
through 1984 (Walberg and Lane 1989) .
Each school in the coalition has the autonomy to
develop programs and policy strategies that are appropriate
to their school setting because there is no "essential
schools model." However, what does tie the coalition
partners together is a set of nine common principles. These
nine common principles are:
1. An intellectual focus, helping students to use
their minds well.
2. Simple goals, mastering essential skills and
areas of knowledge, and embracing the less-is-more concept.
3. Universal goals, applying to all students.
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4. Personalization, with student-teacher ratios of
no more than 80:1 and local control over pedagogies and
materials.
5. Student-as-worker and teacher-as-coach or
facilitator.
6. Student exhibitions, demonstrating mastery of
learning for graduation.
7. Attitude, a tone of trust, fairness, and
decency.
.8. Staff, teachers, and administrators functioning
as generalists first and specialists second, while serving
multiple roles (teacher-counselor-manager).
9. Budgets providing low student-teacher ratios,
competitive salaries, time for collective planning, and per-
pupil costs not to exceed the cost of traditional schools by
more than 10 percent (Walberg and Lane 1989).
Carl Glickman (1996) , known for the restructuring
initiative of democratic schools, did not share Sizer's
belief that the organization of schooling and schooling
itself are fundamentally flawed. Glickman's (1996, 1)
notion of democratic schools is based on "the deepening of
old ideas about education."
Democratic schools are deeply concerned about
active, participatory, and connected learning, encouraging
students to question and regard "truth" with healthy
skepticism and tact. These restructured schools are equally
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concerned about educators creating an environment where
democracy permeates "curriculum, instruction, and organiza¬
tion" (Glickman 1996, 2).
Glickman (1996, 3) stated, "I'm not overly concerned
about whether we implement site based management, but I am
deeply concerned about informed participatory decision
making." Other educators, such as Jay Jacobs (1993),
believed implementing site-based management is essential to
the effective operations of schools. In fact, Jacobs (1993)
believed that site-based management is the strategy that
districts can use to fix what is wrong in public education.
The site-based management approach to school
restructuring places the responsibility and authority for
making decisions at the school building level, rather than
at the central administration or school board level of the
district (Briggs and Wohlstetter 1994) . Schools engaged
in this type of restructuring initiative see site-based
management as a means for: reducing bureaucracy; bringing
organizational efficiency to the district; empowering
teachers, thus improving the effectiveness of schools;
changing the fundamental interactions among administrators,
teachers, parents, and students; and changing the character
and mission of the school (Briggs and Wohlstetter 1994) .
Next generation schools is another restructuring
initiative that goes beyond shared decision making (the
focal point of site-based management school reform). This
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initiative involves each school collaborating with its
entire community of stakeholders—parents, teachers, staff,
and community businesses—to design and implement its own
vision of continuous educational improvement (Thompson and
Ad Hoc Committee 1992).
The basic tenet of next generation schools is
successfully applying concepts of leadership and process
improvement in order to achieve and sustain "world class"
performance. The goal is to establish a culture which
values and methodically pursues an attitude of continual
improvement. The primary objective of next generation
schools is to nurture within every student a lifelong
"yearning for learning" as they address the criteria that
characterize next generation schools. These criteria are:
1. A total community approach to understanding the
system—everyone is involved.
2. Long-term involvement of organizational leaders
within the community—leaders leading by example, indi¬
viduals responsible for the organization are active
participants.
3. Teamwork—effective interaction among all stake¬
holders in the school community.
4. Shared decision making—team participation in
decision making, establishing open communications throughout
the system.
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5. Effective communications throughout—inter¬
active communications, both vertically and horizontally.
6. Encouragement and recognition of all—everyone
must feel valued.
7. Internal and external customer satisfaction—
customer satisfaction is very important.
8. Effective collection and use of data for deci¬
sion making—key parameters qualified, studied, and used to
assess progress and to make improvement decisions.
9. Innovation—both technological and process
innovations.10.Never-ending effort to improve the status quo—
incorporation of the "Plan-Do-Check-Act" cycle (Thompson and
Ad Hoc Committee 1992) .
Charter schools, a restructuring initiative that
emerged as a response to the widespread demands for better
public education, has been described by Page (1996) as a
type of hybrid. This statement was probably made because
the framework of the charter concept encompasses the focal
points of each recent school restructuring initiative (Page
1996) . The concepts of continuous improvement from the next
generation school initiative are addressed in the "school
improvement" section of the school's charter. The issue of
shared decision making from the site-based management
initiative is addressed in the "plan for collaboration"
section of the school's charter. The Coalition of Essential
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Schools' philosophy of reorganizing the structure of the
school itself is addressed in the "organization for learn¬
ing" section of the school charter petition. The concern
democratic schools have for creating a democratic environ¬
ment that is permeated throughout the curriculum, instruc¬
tion, and organization is addressed in the "governance
structure" section of the school's charter.
Charter Schools
Defining Charter Schools
New York Times writer Applebome (1994) referred to
charter schools as the "latest best hope in U.S. education."
Wallis (1994) , in his article in Time magazine, called
charter schools the "new hope for public schools." In the
Democratic Leadership Council's journal, The New Democrat,
Mirga (1994) stated that charter school advocates were
"rebels with a cause."
Charter schools have been described in a variety of
ways; however, a charter school is more specifically defined
as a school supported by tax dollars, just like any other
public school, but it is according to the charter that the
school itself is designed, spelling out its philosophy and
goals. Charter schools vary widely from the conventional to
the unstructured, but they are all distinguished from other
traditional schools by autonomy and accountability to the
school's stakeholders (Riley 1996). Conversely, Riley
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(1996) defined charter schools as public schools under
contract with a public agency that are governed by a team of
teachers and parents dedicated to establishing and maintain¬
ing a new kind of public school. In addition, he stated
that charter schools "are a way to make public schools more
creative, flexible and responsive to the needs of students
and parents" (Riley 1996, 6).
Molnar (1996) agreed with Riley that the charter
schools are public schools that operate under a special
contract or charter. He also stated that most states place
a limit on the number of charter schools allowed and,
depending on the state, the grantors of the charter could be
local or state school boards or universities. Page and
Levine (1996) also confirmed the belief that charter schools
are public schools in the truest sense of the word because
they provide unprecedented potential for participation in *
decision making and creative opportunities for all of the
school stakeholders.
Millot, Hill, and Lake (1996) defined charter
schools as public schools operating under charters that
allow public funding and freedom of action in return for
accountability for results. Berlin (1995) described charter
schools as public schools that are governed by teachers,
parents, administrators, and others who want to create and
manage a successful public school. She further stated that
charter schools are free from most education laws and
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regulations but are accountable for results. DiLorenzo
(1996) substantiated Berlin's (1995) connotation in his
description of charter schools. DiLorenzo (1996) said that
charter schools are public schools that are performance
based and state funded. In exchange for varying degrees of
freedom from state and local rules and regulations governing
traditional schools, charter schools are held accountable
for student achievement (DiLorenzo 1996).
Legislative History of Charter Schools
The inception of "grant-maintained schools," or
charter schools, began with Britain's Education Reform Act
of 1988, which authorizes autonomous, fully funded public
schools that receive operating grants directly from Parlia¬
ment. In 1989, all of New Zealand's schools became charter
schools after every school board in the nation was abolished
by Parliament (Freedman 1995).
The concept of charter schools emerged in North
America during the early 1990s, when the dominating feature
of public school organizations moved toward empowering
teachers, administrators, and parents at the local school
level to make crucial decisions related to curriculum,
personnel, budget, and school operations (McGree 1995). In
1991, the first charter school legislation in the nation was
passed in Minnesota. In June of 1992, California passed
legislation permitting no more than fifty charter schools to
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be created. In September of 1992, Texas created a new state
mandate requiring shared governance in every school (Dianda
1994). In 1993, Georgia passed legislation allowing an
unlimited number of charter schools to be converted from
existing public schools if two-thirds of the community and
the faculty voted to support the concept. Also in 1993, New
Mexico passed legislation which allowed five existing public
schools to be granted charter school status by the state
board of education (McGree 1995). In August of 1993,
Wisconsin passed legislation approving the first ten schools
requesting charter status. Missouri piloted a more forma¬
tive version of the charter school concept legislation in
July of 1995. Also in July of 1995, Massachusetts charter
school legislation was passed as part of a comprehensive
school reform package.
Charter Schools in the United States
The idea of a state legislature freeing up teachers
who wanted to establish another option to public education,
known as charter schools, was first enacted in Minnesota in
1985 (Dianda 1994). In 1992, California became the nation's
second state to pass a charter school law. Nationwide, more
and more charter schools are up and running. Currently,
there are more than twenty states that have developed
charter school legislation. DiLorenzo (1996) reported that
there were over 250 existing charter schools serving some
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250,00 students; now there are over 482 charter schools.
Green (1997) reported that twenty-four states plus the
District of Columbia have authorized charter schools; but,
according to Hager (1997), nine of the twenty-four states
still have no operating charter schools. Budde (1996a)
predicted that in less than two years thirty states will
have charter schools, and by the year 2003 there will be as
many as 5,000 charter schools enrolling more than 1.5
million students. However, with greater flexibility to
states in the form of broadened waiver authority and block
grants for charter schools provided under President
Clinton's Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Goals
2000, the Educate America Act, the School to Work Oppor¬
tunities Act, and President Clinton indicating that he
wanted 3,000 quality charter schools established by the year
2000, more and more schools will be seeking charter status
(Budde 1996b) .
The majority of charter schools are now concentrated
in six states: Arizona, California, Colorado, Massachu¬
setts, Michigan, and Minnesota. There are more than one
hundred charter schools in California (Hart and Burr 1996).
Premack (1996) stated that most of the charter schools in
California opt to follow the state's curriculum frameworks,
while others take an alternative approach. These alterna¬
tive instructional approaches include integrated thematic
instruction, project-based learning, service learning,
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Waldorf-based strategies, developmental grouping of
students, the International Baccalaureate Programs, the
arts-based Reggio-Emilia curriculum, and mainstreaming of
special education students (Premack 1996) .
In 1995, Michigan operated forty-three charter
schools; by 1996, eighty-six charter schools were in
operation. Thirty-three of the forty-three charters were
authorized by universities, twenty-six by Central Michigan
University, while only ten have been authorized by inter¬
mediate school districts or local school districts (Goenner
1996). Charter schools in Michigan, according to Goenner
(1996) , have focused on basic skills and independent learn¬
ing with an African American focus, team teaching with an
integrated arts focus, pregnant and parenting teens, special
needs students, automotive, interdisciplinary focus with a
math/science/computer focus, the Montessori philosophy,
character and citizenship with an environmental focus, and
the hospitality and tourism industry.
By 1994, twenty-one charter schools had been pro¬
posed in Minnesota? however, only fourteen were approved by
local school boards (Urchin and Stewart 1994) . Of the
fourteen approved, five are in small towns in rural Minne¬
sota, seven are in Minneapolis, and two are in suburban
areas. The charters range from very small (16 pupils) to
moderate size (196 pupils). About half of the charter
schools in Minnesota serve special populations such as deaf,
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hearing impaired, dropout, and at-risk students and low-
income neighborhood children (Urchin and Stewart 1994).
The fourteen charter schools focus on: the Montessori
philosophy; the community school philosophy; technology and
problem solving; traditional settings; the traditional
Dakota learning process; multiculturalism and the open
school model; a multidisciplinary approach; emphasis on
parental involvement; emphasis on vocational/technical
education; personalized, results-oriented learning plans;
integrating on-site social services; and emphasis on
multiage education and community resources (Urchin and
Stewart 1994) .
The state of Georgia was the first state in the
Southeast and the third in the country to experiment with
the concept of charter schools (Green 1997) . Georgia
currently has twenty-one schools that have been granted
charter status. The Atlanta metropolitan area has seven
charter schools, and DeKalb County has one high school that
has achieved charter status. DeKalb County also has one
elementary school that is in the process of writing a
charter and one elementary school that has received the
$5,000 charter school planning grant.
Concepts of Charter Schools
McGree (1995), in her study of charter schools,
concluded that there were six common beliefs and assumptions
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about the efficacy of charter schools. These beliefs and
assumptions are as follows:
1. Charter schools encourage innovation because
they operate as independent and legally autonomous entities.
2. Charter schools are more accountable and focus
on results.
3. Charter schools expand public school choices for
all, but particularly for students at risk.
4. Charter schools provide new and increased pro¬
fessional opportunities for teachers.
5. Charter schools require little or no additional
money and few resources to implement and sustain.
6. Charter schools act as a catalyst for improve¬
ment throughout the public system (McGree 1995) .
Similarly, Sautter (1993) , in his policy brief on
charter schools, summarized the key concepts of charter
schools that are causing them to gain attention across the
country. First, charter schools address the issue of
improving education choices for parents, students, and
teachers. Secondly, "charter schools subscribe to American
democratic ideals of the common school" (Sautter 1993, 2).
Charter schools have the capability to address the issue of
decentralization in a way that traditional schools and site-
based-managed schools cannot (Sautter 1993). In addition,
charter schools address the problem of accountability and
autonomy. Finally, charter schools appear as a step in the
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right direction for advocates of a more market-driven
educational system (Sautter 1993) .
On the other hand, Page and Levine (1996) concluded
that charter schools provide unprecedented potential for
decision making and creative opportunities for all partici¬
pants. A summary of the concepts of most charters includes:
(1) the opportunity to exercise greater personal and profes¬
sional judgment in creating exemplary educational programs;
(2) the ability to freely select curriculum, textbooks, and
the instructional delivery system; (3) the opportunity to
create a setting permeated by love of learning; (4) the
opportunity for teachers to operate as true professionals,
playing key roles in determining the best educational pro¬
grams for students; (5) an enhanced role for district office
personnel; and (6) the opportunity for parents to be inte¬
gral members of the education team (Page and Levine 1996)
How Charter Schools Are Generally Established
There are many stakeholders involved in the creation
of a charter school. According to Sautter's (1993) special
policy report on charter schools, the process of becoming a
charter school normally begins with a group of educators or,
in some cases, a group of individuals who are interested in
starting a charter school. Depending on the state law,
these individuals could be from within the public or private
sector. The organizers can conceivably be teachers,
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parents, or community members including people from organ¬
izations such as colleges and universities or nonprofit
social service agencies, corporations, museums, cities, or
hospitals. However, teachers and parents are most commonly
deemed the organizers who develop a detailed school improve¬
ment plan that pictures what the school will be like and how
it will be managed (Sautter 1993).
To help the school address all the criteria that the
state law requires for the proposal, the state may provide
human and/or technical assistance in addressing the written
criteria. Once an initial proposal has been developed, the
organizers present their ideas to the sponsors. Sponsors
are designated by the state legislation and may include
local school boards, a county board of education, and the
state superintendent or secretary of education. It is the
responsibility of the sponsors to ensure that the charter
proposal is sound and that it will meet the needs of the
students. The sponsors enter into a legal contract with the
organizers, holding them accountable for outcomes. Sponsors
also have the ability to approve or not approve the charter
contract. If the contract is not approved, the organizers
can appeal to a group that is responsible for final
approval. Once the school has acquired charter status,
legislation may prescribe the creation of an administrative
body, which can be referred to as the charter school govern¬
ing body.
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On the other hand, Sweeney (1994) described five
steps in planning a charter school. Her steps included:
(1) developing the school's mission/vision/goals and
philosophy, taking the time to discuss and to reach con¬
sensus with the school stakeholders; (2) establishing
clearly defined roles for the students, parents, teachers,
and community members; (3) deciding how and who will admin¬
ister the school; (4) deciding on the optimal size of the
school, keeping in mind the ultimate goal to successfully
build a .sense of community; and (5) using the charter school
opportunity to seek out creative partnerships that will
maximize services (Sweeney 1994).
In the state of Georgia, the charter school legisla¬
tion specifically spells out the steps employed in seeking
charter status, as well as the contents and the criteria the
organizers must address in their charter petition. The
contents of a charter petition must include (1) a school
improvement plan, (2) an accountability and reporting plan,
(3) a financial plan, and (4) exemptions requested. In the
school improvement plan the organizers address guiding
principles, governance structure, critical study process,
goals and objectives, organization for learning, and a plan
for collaboration. The guiding principles explain: the
philosophical basis for the charter; a statement of position
regarding education, learning, and teaching; positions from
which the school will not back down; and standards against
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which priorities and decisions are measured. The governance
structure component of the charter describes who will make
up the structure, what decisions will be made by that body,
and how the decisions will be made. The goals and objec¬
tives identify comprehensive educational goals and student
and other objectives. The organization for learning section
describes how the school will be organized to address goals
and objectives, the kind and organization of content, and
the staff development required to support the plan. The
critical study process is a detailed description of how the
school will ensure that school renewal is a dynamic, ongoing
process. This section also spells out the process by which
information is systematically reviewed, considered, and
infused into the school renewal process; internal and exter¬
nal data, trends, research, action research, and practices
are included in this section. The last criterion to address
includes the exemptions; in this section each exemption
sought by the school must be identified by the state code
and cross-referenced to the specific portion of the charter
that refers to this exemption.
Lessons Learned
Nathan and Myatt (1996) reported some key lessons
that have been learned from the charter school movement.
These lessons include the following:
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1. Charter schools can have a positive impact on
student achievement and other important school variables.
2. Many charter schools focus on low-income
students rather than the affluent.
3. For charter schools to be successful, they need
a strong business plan as well as a good curriculum.
4. Charter schools can be located in places other
than traditional school buildings.
5. Obtaining start-up funds is a major problem for
many charter schools.
Thomas and Borwege (1996) also identified concepts
that were learned through their charter school initiative.
These included:
1. Different students need different types of
schools, and parents want to have a choice.
2. Charter schools foster improvement in the
district schools.
3. New approaches cannot demonstrate startling
results in six months.
4. The school board must be able to communicate to
the public the different options that are available and the
advantages and disadvantages of each.
5. School boards must step away from micromanaging
and take a more businesslike approach so that schools are
given autonomy over their resources and they are expected to
produce results.
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Premack (1996) also identified several lessons
learned from the three years of operation of charter schools
in California. These lessons include: (1) the difficulty
of starting a school from scratch, difficulties related to
finance, and difficulties related to finding school facil¬
ities; (2) the change in role for district staff, teachers,
and principals brought about by charter schools (from
supervisor to consultant); (3) the added accountability
which charter schools build into the system, and the impact
that charter schools can have on the quality of schools in
the entire system. They also learned that once teachers are
placed in the position to make meaningful professional deci¬
sions, they are reticent to move from a charter school back
into the regular system.
Windier (1996) , when identifying what has been
learned about charter schools in Colorado, pointed out that
charter schools have energized greater community and parent
involvement. Windier also pointed out that the charter
schools in Colorado are causing more citizens to take
responsibility for the education of children, and they are
rallying to help charter schools because they know that
their efforts have a direct impact on children and that most
charter schools are operating on a very limited budget.
Molnar (1996) , in his brief review of the rapid
expansion of charter schools, reported the following severe
criticisms of charter schools: (1) concern whether parents
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can choose schools for the right reason; (2) concern over
equal access of poor families to charter schools; (3) the
effects charter schools have on other schools, such as the
draining off of the best students, leaving only the students
most difficult to educate; (4) the money drain from the
other schools; and (5) the belief that charter schools
detract from the democratic ideal of the common good.
However, Nathan's (1996a) overview of charter schools viewed
charter schools as providing families with choices and
giving skilled entrepreneurial educators an opportunity to
create more effective public schools. He also perceived
charter schools as having a positive impact on other schools
in the district (Nathan 1996b).
Although O'Neal (1996a) favored charter schools
because they give parents control over their children's
education, he reported the expressed concerns of the oppo^
nents of charter schools. The opponents were concerned
with: (1) sorting, because they were of the belief that
well-informed and aggressive parents seek out the best
schools, thus leaving less capable students in other
schools; and (2) the focus of some charter schools on the
concerns of the individual consumer, thus ignoring the issue
of the common purposes of education in support of a demo¬
cratic society. DiLorenzo (1996) , who was also an advocate
of charter schools, reported that some proponents see char¬
tering as (1) a way to weaken the role of teacher unions,
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(2) a way to end big government running the schools, and
(3) the laws permitting chartering as not always clearly
delineating to whom and for what charter schools are
accountable.
Bomotti (1996) , whose study described parental
choice and charter schools, also concluded that more highly
educated parents and those with higher incomes were sub¬
stantially more likely to choose one of the alternative
schools than other parents. Fuller's (1996) findings on
California schools supported Bomotti's (1996) beliefs.
Fuller (1996) concluded that better educated parents and
those who are already more involved in their child's
schooling are the ones who will select charter schools.
Similarly, Petronio (1996) reported that unless
controls are in place, charter schools will lead to
segregation through a natural selection process. Miron
(1996) also pointed to the fact of increased segregation in
charter schools. Grutzik, Bernal, Hirshberg, and Wells
(1995) agreed with the phenomena presented by Petronio
(1996) and Miron (1996); however, they found that in
California charter schools are written, initiated, and
implemented in wealthier neighborhoods.
In his article, Green (1997) reported that parents
believe that the charter-school reform idea is a ploy to use
public money for private schools—that it is a cloaked
attempt at getting tax dollars flowing to private schools.
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Freedman (1995), in her book, also addressed what she termed
trumped-up criticisms and legitimate concerns about charter
schools. Freedman (1995) listed five of the most challeng¬
ing criticisms. The first concern listed tends to support
what Green (1997) reported in his article: that charter
schools will be just private schools in disguise. The
second concern is that some people are of the opinion
that public education is doing just fine. "If this
statement was true, then parents and teachers would stay
with the system and chartering would go nowhere" (Freedman
1995 , 83) .
The argument that charter schools would take money
from public schools and thus weaken the public schools, the
third issue, has some merit. Although charter schools
enroll children and receive funding, the existing public
system would have that many less children to educate, so
that a natural balancing of expenditures should occur.
The fourth argument presented states that charter
schools will be elitist. They will only take the brightest
students from strong families. Public schools have to take
all children. First of all, according to Freedman (1995),
elitism is already present in the public system and no one
complains. More fortunate families can carefully purchase
real estate to ensure their children attend stronger
schools
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The fifth argument is that the charter school agenda
has been adopted by conservative, right-wing, market-
oriented zealots and ideologues who wish to destroy public
education and teachers' unions. This criticism ignores
the fact that some of public education's greatest
supporters, like Albert Shanker, Professor Lawton in
Canada, and even President Clinton, have become
active supporters. . . . Effective charter schools
are, in fact, a nonpartisan issue that is divided
along liberal-conservative, Democratic-Republican,
left wing-right wing lines (Freedman 1995, 84).
The legitimate concerns that Freedman (1995)
addressed concerning the charter school movement are as
follows: 1.The boutique school. The purpose of the charter
school idea is not to create perhaps a few new innovative
schools, but to create conditions that challenge and
stimulate the existing public system to reform and improve
itself.
2. A lack of research base. For some of the models
of charter schools, public schools have failed with models
that had no research base, and so will charter schools that
have established schools on what the organizers think or
feels nice.
3. Valid assessment of results. A plan formulated
by the charter organizers must be a valid method of assess¬
ing the expected student outcome.
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4. Dead charter laws. Refers to the need for
charter schools through legislation to have clear autonomy
balanced by accountability.
5. Equity concerns. These are valid because some
individuals would like to use charter laws to acquire public
funding for schools that would flout the ideals of public
education.
6. Current lack of strong evidence for improved
outcomes. This is a major worry because there is no real or
strong evidence that charter schools dramatically improve
educational outcomes.
McKinney (1996) argued that a major criticism about
charter schools nationwide is that they are not accommo¬
dating students with special disabilities. Simply stated,
students with disabilities do not have equal access to
charter schools. McKinney's article indicated that during
the 1995-96 school year, only 262 students out of 7,000
students enrolled in Arizona charter schools were being
served as special education students. McKinney (1996)
recommended three suggestions that would bring charter
schools in Arizona and nationwide into federal compliance:
(1) charter schools must make cooperative arrangements with
the school districts that have special education delivery
systems in place; (2) states must monitor charter schools to
ensure compliance with federal laws; and (3) in states where
charter schools are part of the traditional school district,
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the district must create special education service delivery
systems so that students with disabilities will have mean¬
ingful access to charter schools. Miron's (1996) conclu¬
sions also indicated that charter schools are experiencing a
reduction in support for special needs students.
Page and Levine (1996) discussed the pitfalls and
triumphs of Cheyenne Mountain Charter School. They indi¬
cated that the lessons learned were:
1. Even though they were unable to function as they
had envisioned the first year, the school stakeholders
worked diligently to create the vision that would reflect
their priorities and educational philosophy.
2. When the founders build in safeguards during the
planning phase of charter schools, the charter can reflect
the beliefs of both staff members and parents.
3. If founders, at the outset, established clear
avenues for making changes, they could minimize or avoid
many disruptive situations.
4. When a group of committed people work together
to create their ideal school, they feel free to work as the
professionals they want to be.
5. When a governance board is planned thoughtfully
and with consideration for all stakeholders, the school
can enjoy an extraordinary level of commitment from all
participants.
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6. When involvement is defined in ways that
contribute to maximum student achievement, parents can
participate at the most meaningful level.
Molnar (1996) , who seemed to be adamantly against
charter schools, reported several strong accusations con¬
cerning charter schools. He stated that it is a fact that
charter schools can never occupy more than a very small
corner of public education without drastic wage reductions
or huge increases in educational spending. There also has
been no national assessment of the effectiveness of charter
schools, and after four years there was no evidence that
charter schools are increasing student achievement. Fur¬
thermore, charter supporters are backing a reform movement
that had neither a logical nor a demonstrated relationship
to increase academic achievement. There are hotly contested
aspects concerning who will run charter schools. In addi¬
tion, supporters of public education argue that the charter
schools experiment is a costly failure. According to Molnar
(1996), no state's charter schools, under strong or weak
laws, will make an appreciable difference for most of
America's poorest children. Charter schools, like private
school vouchers and for-profit schools, are built on the
illusion that our society can be held together solely by
the self-interested pursuit of our individual purposes.
Finally, Molnar (1996) stated the charter school movement
represents a radical rejection, not only of the possibility
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of the common school, but of common purposes outside the
school, as well.
Millot, Hill, and Lake (1996) have concluded that:
(1) all charter schools should be run by their own founders
and staff and freed from most of the process requirements
that limit how current public schools hire and teach; (2)
charter laws should make it easier for new schools to
acquire charter status; (3) no elected board or appointed
superintendent should have any discretion about the estab¬
lishment, continuation, or closing of a charter school; and
(4) if charter schools are for reform, then a system of
public education needs to be devised that combines the
educational advantages of school independence with the
economic advantages of school districts.
Policy Implementation
Nathan (1996), in his review of Minnesota's charter
schools, described policy lessons learned from the charter
schools movement. He found that: (1) the charter schools
movement encourages school districts to improve; (2) strong
state charter laws lead to much more activity than weak
state charter laws; (3) many opponents of the charter move¬
ment have directed their legislative strategies to support
weak state charter laws, since they know that these lead to
little activity; (4) unions can participate productively in
the charter school movement by offering services to charter
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schools; and (5) it is possible that charter schools could
fall into the trap of providing services to only one kind of
student, in the same way that alternative schools fell into
the trap of basically being perceived as schools which
provide opportunities for students with serious behavior
problems (Nathan 1996).
Hart and Burr (1996) argued that there are two main
problems associated with California's policy on charter
schools: (1) the cap for the number of charter schools
needs to be raised to accommodate the establishment of more
charters, and (2) the kinds of institutions that can sponsor
charter schools need to be expanded beyond the local board.
Conversely, Premack (1996) identified three characteristics
of California's charter legislation: (1) automatic waiver
from virtually all state laws and regulations governing
school districts, (2) sponsorship by the local school board
or county board of education, and (3) fiscal and legal
autonomy for the charter school.
Roles and Responsibilities
Premack (1996) credited charter schools with pre¬
senting serious challenges to micromanaging boards, unsup¬
port ive central offices, and inflexible labor agreements.
Nathan and Myatt (1996) agreed with Premack; they concluded
that district staff are good people who simply have been
trained in a system which is a stumbling block to local
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school autonomy and innovative programs. Briggs and
Wohlstetter (1994) also contended that restructuring initia¬
tives like charter schools that require shared decision
making in the local schools entail major changes in the
roles of district office personnel. District offices will
"no longer tell schools what to do, but instead try to help
schools accomplish what they independently decide to do"
(Briggs and Wohlstetter 1994, 17).
Shared Decision Making
Ninety years ago John Dewey recognized the need for
shared decision making in the schoolhouse:
Until the public school system is organized in such
a way that every teacher has some regular and repre¬
sentative way . . . [to] register judgment upon
matters of educational importance—with the assur¬
ance that this judgment will somehow affect the
school system—the assertion that the present system
is not . . . democratic seems to be justified.
All indications seem to point to the fact that the
shared decision-making bandwagon is gathering momentum
(Conway and Calzi 1996). In fact, the literature indicates
that one-third of all school districts had some version of
site-based management or shared decision making between 1986
and 1990. Since 1990, several additional states have passed
legislation to create charter schools—individual schools
that mandate shared decision making (David 1996) .
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Defining Shared Decision Making
Shared decision making is a means for reducing the
bureaucracy and bringing organizational effectiveness to
schools; it is a process by which we can change the funda¬
mental interaction among administrators, teachers, parents,
and students, resulting in a change in the character and
mission of the school (Jacobs 1993) . Luby (1983) stated
that shared governance is a normal process that utilizes the
meaningful involvement of administrators, teachers, classi¬
fied personnel, and parents in making decisions. It is a
device for making more effective decisions because it allows
everyone interested to voice an opinion.
David (1996) believed that the core of site-based
management is participatory decision making; therefore, the
definitions of shared decision making and site-based manage¬
ment appear to be used synonymously. David's (1996) dis¬
cussion on site-based management defined shared decision
making or site-based management in several meaningful ways:
(1) as a governance reform designed to shift the balance of
authority among school districts and states; (2) as a polit¬
ical reform to broaden the decision-making base within the
school, the larger community, or both; and (3) as an admin¬
istrative reform to make management more efficient by
decentralizing and deregulating it. It does not mean that
all decisions are appropriately made at the school level,
nor does it mean that everyone decides everything, but it
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does mean that those who have the strongest personal stake
in and the most immediate connection to the school are the
ones who should tackle the issues (David 1996).
Benefits of Shared Decision Making
Reform initiatives laid the groundwork for emerging
restructuring efforts, like charter schools, which emphasize
accountability in the content and quality of instruction.
The issues of school decision making quickly became the most
prominent set of restructuring options focused on the decen¬
tralization and evolution of authority to the school site
(McDonnell 1989). In fact, Millot, Hill, and Lake (1996)
reported that the idea of teachers assuming a broader stake
in their work is rapidly gaining acceptance. It is apparent
that teachers are mostly interested in shared decision
making concerning certain areas, such as providing input in
hiring teachers, designing and modifying curriculum, and
planning staff development (Millot, Hill, and Lake 1992).
Dunstan (1981) conducted an ethnographic study on
four high schools that were implementing the Wisconsin Pro¬
gram for the Renewal and Improvement of Secondary Education.
The data were collected through interviews, by analyzing
documents, and by Dunstan as a participant observer. The
information collected was analyzed in terms of decision
content, stages, involvement, and constraints. Dunstan
(1981) concluded that if principals specify decision
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involvement and content at each of the decision stages—
before the decision, at the moment of the decision, and
after the decision—then responsibilities are clarified and
misunderstandings are minimized. He also discovered that if
principals specify decision content (mandatory, permissive,
or prohibited) for decisional issues, then the credibility
of both authoritative and participative decision making is
enhanced and the sequence through decision stages is
defined.
■Lipham and Rankin (1981) conducted a study of four
schools (two middle schools and two high schools) that were
engaged in a cooperative program with Wisconsin's Research
and Development Center. Lipham and Rankin utilized a survey
that was administered twice, once in the fall of 1979 and
again in the fall of 1980. Data were gathered on the
decision conditions of staff, measured as the differences
between the actual and desired extent of participation in
decision making. The major findings of this study regarding
involvement in decision making indicated that school staffs
were generally in a state of decision deprivation. They
felt more deprived of making managerial or schoolwide deci¬
sions than they did in making technical or classroom-type
decisions. There were also strong implications for practice
which indicated that schools should explore and examine the
effectiveness of their structures and processes for partici¬
pative decision making.
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McGree (1995) reported that critics of past cen¬
tralized reform approaches insist that important schooling
decisions have too long been made by those unfamiliar with
the daily realities of the classroom. She believed that
shared decision making will remedy this problem because this
concept allows those more closely associated with children
to make critical decisions about how best to meet their
learning needs. On the other hand, Raywid's (1990) concept
about shared decision making was directly opposed to
McGree'? (1995) opinions. Raywid (1990) believed that
shared decision making has failed to result in more
inclusive decision making because the bureaucratic school
structure remains intact. He further asserted that the
concept of shared decision making has adopted the "existing
bureaucratic structure of schools—through the decentraliza¬
tion of some functions—rather than fundamentally altering
it" (Raywid 1990, 165). Wohlstetter and Odden (1992) were
in agreement with Raywid. They stated that "shared decision
making generally retains a bureaucratic perspective, one
that restricts school site decision makers to traditional
operational issues rather than broadening their influence to
more far-reaching policy initiatives" (Wohlstetter and Odden
1992 , 548) .
Malen, Ogawa, and Kranz (1990, 340) also reported
that proposals for shared decision making often include
provisions for a school governing council that is designed
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to solicit and use the opinions and preferences of the
school stakeholders "in making critical decisions about
curriculum, personnel, and budget." They further asserted
that changes in the local governance of the school are
designed to promote both greater autonomy and accountability
by granting the local school greater influence and discre¬
tion over decisions (Malen, Ogawa, and Kranz 1990).
Wohlstetter and Odden (1992) concurred with Malen,
Ogawa, and Kranz (1990) that shared decision-making initia¬
tives rarely influence technical core issues such as
curriculum and instruction. They believed that shared
decision-making initiatives tend to focus on more peripheral
issues such as school safety, facilities, maintenance, and
parental involvement (Wohlstetter and Odden 1992) .
David (1989, 52) concluded in her research that
three conditions are necessary for successful implementation
of shared decision making:
First, the school must have autonomy with regard to
decisions about curriculum, personnel, and budget.
Second, the school must be exempted from many state
and local rules and regulations governing school
operations. Third, there must be shared collegial
decision making authority among teachers and admin¬
istrators .
Page (1996) reported that when the board is given
all the authority to make decisions without input from other
parents, teachers, or principals, a number of problems
occur. Scherer (1996), in her interview with Sylvia Peters,
concluded that improvement in education cannot occur unless
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teachers are empowered through direct involvement in making
decisions about education.
According to Thompson (1992), by law and by organ¬
izational design, people in positions of authority decide
upon policies and operational plans; this is an autocratic
process whereby the decisions are made at the top with
limited input from subordinates. Although it is understood
that management must take responsibility and be accountable
for most of the major decisions in any process, leaving
management with a monopoly on ideas generated can limit the
possibilities. However, by structuring team participation
in decision making, all staff members will develop a sense
of ownership and freedom to participate as well as to
innovate.
Karant (1989) suggested that benefits of shared
decision making for administrators are gaining more compe¬
tent teachers and having time to redirect their energies to
other important responsibilities. Luby (1983) believed that
administrators benefit greatly from shared decision making
because decisions made through this process are usually
fairer, more acceptable, better supported, more justified,
better understood, and based on more information, resulting
in decisions of high quality. Shieve (1988) believed that
administrators benefit from shared decision making because
shared governance involves many colleagues in problem
solving. This allows administrators the time needed while
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facilitating decisions, which decreases the time adminis¬
trators spend being the only one at fault. Shieve (1988)
also believed that shared decision making involves many of
the stakeholders of the school, because shared decision
making solicits teachers' ideas, engages them in dialogue,
and encourages entrepreneurial activity. Shared decision
making helps create a workplace where teachers join
administrators as colleagues in decision making, for it
fosters roundtable discussions. Shared decision making
allows an administrator to give up authority, give up
stress, and receive shared ownership (Shieve 1988).
According to David (1996), if the goal of partici¬
patory decision making is to improve schools in order to
improve student performance, then involving teachers in the
decision-making process about their work must be as valued
in its own right as giving parents and other community
members more involvement in their schools. David (1996, 8)
further stated:
transforming schools into communities where everyone
has a voice goes beyond issues of school reform to
the heart of a democratic society. The creation of
models of collaboration and participatory decision
making for students to witness and become involved
in—not only in classrooms but also in their
community—ultimately benefits not just the school
community but our entire society.
Guskey and Peterson (19996) stated that the premise
that decentralized authority and involvement of teachers
furthers student learning is the reason why school-based
decision making should be given to the ones who best
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understand the contexts and cultures of the school: the
administrators, teachers, and parents. They also contended
that implementing school-based decision making will foster
more democratic schools and, in the process, make schools
more effective while, at the same time, improving relations
among administrators, staff members, and parents. Host
importantly, according to Guskey and Peterson (1996), shared
school-based decision making will increase the odds that
teaching will improve and students will learn more.
Squires and Kranyik (1996) shared the idea that
people who must implement the decision must make the deci¬
sion, for those closest to the problem should generate and
carry out the solutions. After studying Yale's Child Study
Center, which incorporates features of site-based management
and shared decision making, Squires and Kranyik (1996) con¬
cluded that Malen, Ogawa, and Kranz's (1990) six benefits of
site-based management were real promises at this site: (1)
stakeholders have the ability to influence school policy
decisions, (2) employee morale and motivation is boosted,
(3) schoolwide planning processes are strengthened, (4)
instruction will improve, (5) effective schools characteris¬
tics will develop, and (6) students' academic achievement
will improve.
Spilman (1996) believed that the power of school-
based decision making is that it draws on the vast amount of
untapped energy, talent, and leadership that exists in every
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school. He also stated that shared governance results in
increased accountability, responsibility, and production
across the entire school staff. O'Neal (1996b), in his
report on his conversation with Michael Strembitsky, con¬
cluded from his remarks that people who have a voice in the
decisions that affect them tend to show a willingness to
work together. They have a sense of ownership. They
experience a rapid change in their behavior concerning the
work site. There is a much closer cooperative working rela¬
tionship among the staff, parents, and students. Finally,
giving schools more autonomy is a challenge to the existing
structure under which public education normally operates.
Strategies for Successfully Implementing
Shared Decision Making
Guskey and Peterson (1996) offered seven crucial
guidelines as responses to specific problems they faced
while implementing school-based decision making. They also
believed that these guidelines would help schools ensure
that school-based decision making would improve teaching and
learning. The guidelines given to bridge the gap between
school-based decision making and practices are: (1) begin
with a clear mission that focuses on student teaching and
learning; (2) set clear and explicit goals for the decision¬
making process; (3) ensure that school-based decision making
is seen as a process for bringing about a broad set of
reforms, not as a goal in itself; (4) alter governance
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structures to give administrators, teachers, and parents
real power and authority; (5) be responsive to parents'
concerns and involve them in the school community; (6)
redesign schedules to give teachers time to participate in
decision making; (7) invest in high-quality professional
development and make significant changes in the way these
activities are planned, organized, and carried out; (8)
obtain the necessary expertise on which to base decisions;
(9) ensure active support from all levels of the organiza¬
tion; (10) reward accomplishments, large and small; and
(11) work to establish a collaborative school culture
focused on improvement (Guskey and Peterson 1996) .
Cross and Reitzug (1996) studied site-based manage¬
ment for two years by observing council meetings, inter¬
viewing parents, teachers, and principals, and examining
school documents related to site-based management. Of the!
six schools studied (four elementary, one middle, and one
high school) , two were located in small urban districts and
the others were located in large urban districts. Cross and
Reitzug (1996) discussed six key issues that their research
indicated schools must confront when moving to local shared
decision making:
1. Site-based management calls for a context for
substantive parent involvement, so make their involvement
real.
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2. Site-based management will change principal/
teacher relationships, so challenge current relationships.
3. For site-based management to succeed, school
staff must develop strong bonds, so let go of destructive
relationships.
4. Shared decision making must go beyond having a
voice and a vote; school staff need a milieu of trust and
respect in which to work toward building a climate of trust.
5. Engage the entire staff in meaningful involve¬
ment in the decision-making process.
6. Allow time for teachers to observe the range of
decisions considered, the decision-making process, whose
voices are heard, and who makes the final decision.
Lindle (1996) gave insights about Kentucky's com¬
plexity of shared decision making that can help others as
they strive to decentralize. She concluded that successful
school-based decision making shares three characteristics:
(1) a supportive leadership is needed because leaders play
an extremely important role in nurturing and kind of change;
(2) a collegial climate will enhance the establishment of an
atmosphere that is conducive to local decision making; and
(3) respect for the messiness of democracy, for schools that
accept the contentiousness of democracy are more likely to
address real issues.
Gleason, Donohue, and Leader (1996) discussed three
very important lessons learned from Boston's school-based
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management/shared decision-making policy. In the agreement
between the teachers union and Boston's public schools, the
policy or school contracts specified that the schools were
responsible for setting the direction of the schools through
an educational plan, could seek waivers regarding practices
that impeded innovation in school reform, and could access a
wide variety of professional development activities. The
following conclusions were generated from the schools'
implementation of shared decision making: (1) all school
stakeholders—parents, students, teachers, and community
members—must become more knowledgeable about educational
issues, and they must be enabled in order to participate;
(2) teachers must start thinking about the school as a
whole, thus expanding their focus beyond the realms of their
classrooms; and (3) administrators must share information
and encourage thoughtful discussions and meaningful decision
making.
Conway and Calzi (1996) discussed three cases of
unsuccessful adventures in shared decision making. The
first case involved teachers designing their own curriculum,
developing special materials, and achieving success with the
gifted and talented program. However, when it was time for
the program to be phased out, the teachers resisted by
inciting parents and children to lobby the school board.
It was not until half of the teachers were transferred or
reassigned that the program was reshaped. The second case
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involved allowing teachers to select their principal. After
a committee was charged with the quest to interview the
final three applicants out of a total of two hundred, the
teachers started asking questions that placed professional
issues secondary to personal concerns, which left the final¬
ist with an unfortunate impression about the staff. The
third case centered around mandated shared decision making.
A principal who was very autocratic and successful when
trying to use a participatory leadership style lost the
trust of his faculty because they were unable to predict
outcomes.
From these three cases, Conway and Calzi (1996)
gleaned seven lessons that might help others experience
greater success in shared decision making: (1) establish a
sunset clause where decisions about programs can be formally
implemented; (2) before the school district delegates power
to a teacher committee, the process should require careful
planning; (3) governance does not have to be either/or—the
key is to find the right balance in both structure and
process between centralization and empowerment; (4) be
patient when administrators are ready to embark on a path of
democratic governance and assist them, for too sudden a
change in their behavior may create uncertainty for the
system; (5) some policy makers may have mixed up the process
of teacher involvement with the product of improved educa¬
tion; (6) before embarking on site-based management or
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shared decision making, identify key issues to address and
identify the areas in which teachers will be involved in
shared decision making; and (7) the results of restructuring
efforts must maintain a primary focus on enhancing the
teaching/learning process.
Vollansky and Bar-Elli (1996) , in their report on
implementation of equality and equity among Israeli schools
through school-based management, gave six recommendations
for those schools (sparking a bitter and painful debate)
that easily apply to American schools involved in a shared
approach to decision making. According to these authors,
each school should: (1) be responsible for determining
pedagogical goals within the framework of the national
curriculum, (2) be allowed to develop the national curric¬
ulum and teaching methods according to their school goals,
(3) have the responsibility for monitoring student achieve¬
ment and pedagogical goals, (4) have more influence in
hiring and firing of staff, (5) be able to determine how
funds are allocated, and (6) have a governing body that
consists of all the stakeholders of the school and that is
responsible for running the school.
Michael Strembitsky, in his interview with O'Neal
(1996b) , gave four recommendations in the form of questions
that each school should be able to answer before implement¬
ing or embarking upon shared decision making. The tips
given to schools who are beginning to move into site-based
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management/shared decision making are: (1) make sure that
the people know what they are to achieve, (2) make sure that
the people know how their achievements are going to be
measured, (3) make sure that the schools know what freedom
or flexibility they are really going to have in operating,
and (4) make sure the schools actually have flexibility with
their resources (O'Neal 1996b).
Measuring Shared Decision Making
,A variety of explanations have been generated to
explain why there is a difference in the ideal and real
implementation of shared decision making (Maxcy 1994). The
ideal state, according to Maxcy, is to have decisions
traditionally made at the central office delegated to the
school and to have decision making within the school done by
all members of the school community (parents, teachers,
students, and community members), not just the principal.
However, "the reality of school based management does not
live up to the ideal; the more we can approximate the ideal,
the better off the schools will be" (Maxcy 1994, 50).
In 1992, Russell, Cooper, and Greenblatt discovered
by reviewing the literature that the implementation of
shared decision making occurs across eight dimensions:
1. Goals/vision/mission: The degree to which
teachers are involved in framing the goals and mission of
the school.
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2. Facilitating procedures and structures: The
degree to which teachers have adequate time, reduced teach¬
ing loads, waivers from contracts and regulations, and
changed schedules to permit collegial work to occur.
3. Curriculum/instruction: The degree to which
teachers participate in determining the school program,
curriculum goals, textbook selection, educational materials,
and classroom pedagogy.
4. Budgeting: The degree to which teachers parti¬
cipate in matters related to designing and implementing the
school budget.
5. Staffing: The degree to which teachers are
involved with the administration in making decisions con¬
cerning recruiting, interviewing, hiring, and assigning
staff.
6. Staff development: The degree to which teachers
can design and implement staff development activities that
meet their own needs.
7. Operations: The degree to which teachers are
involved in managing the building—its use, improvement, and
maintenance.
8. Standards: The degree to which teachers share
in setting standards for their own performance and for
student performance and discipline.
In an effort to approximate the ideal and actual
involvement of shared decision making among the school
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stakeholders, Russell, Cooper, and Greenblatt (1992)
developed an instrument based on the eight key areas of
shared decision making that determines if the actual or the
desired levels of involvement in shared decision making are
occurring.
David's (1989) research on school-based management,
often equated to autonomy plus shared decision making, found
that the theoretical concept of shared decision making was
based on two propositions: (1) the school is the primary
decision-making unit, and decisions should be made at the
lowest possible level; and (2) change involves ownership
that comes from the opportunity to participate in defining
and the flexibility to adapt to change. He also found that
in practice these propositions translated into two policies:
increased autonomy over site budgetary matters and shared
decision-making authority with the school's stakeholders.
David (1989), based on his findings, asserted that
although school-based management encompasses a variety of
practices, shared decision making generally involves how the
budget is spent and who is hired. Therefore, shared deci¬
sion making should grant autonomy in three critical areas:
budget, staffing, and curriculum.
Type of Leadership Needed in Shared Decision Making
Transformational leaders, according to Conway and
Calzi (1996) , are leaders who can motivate followers to
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transcend self-interest for the sake of the organization.
The idea of transformational leadership was first developed
by James McGregor Burns in 1978 and extended by Bernard
Bass. Transformational leaders are the type of leaders
needed in charter schools or in Type Z organizations. Type
Z organizations reduce differences in status between workers
and managers, emphasize participative decision making, and
are based on a form of consensual or facilitative power that
is manifested through other people instead of over other
people (Liontos 1992).
The issues in Type Z organizations, such as charter
schools, are more than just who makes the decisions, because
shared decision making is mandated. Rather, the issues are
finding a way to be successful in collaboratively
defining the essential purpose of teaching and
learning and then empowering the entire school
community to become energized and focused. In
schools where such a focus has been achieved,
teaching and learning become transformative for
everyone (Liontos 1992) .
Transformational leaders involve staff in collabora¬
tive goal setting, reduce teacher isolation, use bureau¬
cratic mechanisms to support cultural changes, share
leadership with others by delegating power, and actively
communicate the school's norms and beliefs. Transforma¬
tional leaders help staff members develop and maintain a
collaborative, professional school culture. Transforma¬
tional leaders foster teacher development by stimulating
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teachers to engage in new activities and to put forth that
extra effort.
The practices of transformational leaders have a
sizable influence on teacher collaboration. They tend to
result in significant relationships formed between teachers
and transformational leaders which result in changes in
teachers' attitudes toward school improvement and their
instructional behavior, yielding remarkable improvement in
student achievement.
The Role of the Principal
Bredeson (1993) conducted a study of role transition
and role strain on principals in restructured schools. In
this qualitative study, twenty principals (five female and
six male elementary principals, five male middle school
principals, and four male high school principals) from four
different school districts were interviewed from forty-five
to ninety minutes. The research questions asked required
use of deductive and inductive processes in analyzing the
interview data. The data in this investigation revealed
that the changes that resulted from restructuring initia¬
tives in eighteen different schools were substantial and
resulted in significant changes in expected patterns of
behavior for principals and the people with whom they
worked. Bredeson (1993) concluded that the role transition
processes of each of the twenty principals could be best
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described as idiosyncratic, formative, and governed by
emerging shared values rather than by established norms.
Hallinger, Murphy, and Hausman (1991) reported that
principals view the effects of restructuring schools almost
exclusively in terms of power. Principals in this report
described their new roles as one in which fewer decisions
will be made by themselves, thus leading to a loss of
control and power. On the other hand, Goodman (1995) found
that principals were learning to redefine their roles in
restructured schools by becoming facilitators. He also
found that the principals perceived that there was an
increase in their power and influence as they directed data
to teachers to enable them to develop a vision and in making
decisions by creating new leadership roles and decision¬
making structures and allocating resources to achieve the
vision. Goodman (1995) concluded that principals in
restructured schools perceived power as something that is
multiplied rather than reduced when it is shared.
According to Drake and Roe (1991) , the role of
the principal dictates that principals should: (1) be
committed to the school's vision and image, (2) be pro¬
active, (3) be decisive, (4) have interpersonal and
organizational sensitivity, (5) be able to gather and
analyze information, (6) use a variety of concepts and
perceptions when solving problems, (8) have tactical
ability, (9) be able to articulate personal and group goals,
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(10) be organized, and (11) have effective communication and
written skills.
Lipham and Rankin's (1981) study concluded that
principals should give increased emphasis to their work
facilitation behavior and that principals should adapt their
leadership behavior to the situation demands of schools that
are engaged in participatory management. On the other hand,
Jurrick (1996) agreed with Lipham and Rankin that the role
of charter school principals has shifted from one of the
boss over individuals to facilitator of groups. Jurrick
went on to state that the principals in charter schools are
the keepers of the vision, the links between school and the
larger community. In addition, they are fundraisers and
facilities managers and play the checks-and-balances role
with the budget.
Dunstan (1981) , in his ethnographic study, concluded
that the principal is the most significant single influence
in schoolwide decision making. He also concluded that the
principals substantially affect the role of schoolwide
decision making by the degree that they support schoolwide
decision-making bodies in participatory decision making.
Dunstan's research also indicated that structural, partici¬
pative, and supportive leadership behaviors of the principal
are essential for effective participative educational
decision making.
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Shieve (1988, 55), in her discussions with twelve
administrators in Rochester, New York, concerning mandated
shared decision making, concluded that "without a doubt, as
teachers are empowered, the administrators who work with
them will assume new roles." Shieve's statement was based
on the opinions expressed by the administrators. A synopsis
of the administrators' opinions included their belief that
more time will be spent persuading on the basis of data.
They expect the principal will act as the expert on the
building planning team, the person who knows and communi¬
cates information on laws, regulations, and health and
safety considerations, and he or she will be the provider of
input on community perceptions. The principals in this
discussion also recognized that shared decision making will
involve many people in problem solving; therefore, they will
spend more time facilitating decisions and less time being
at fault.
Spilman (1996) based his conclusions on the research
or data collected from studying an urban Baltimore middle
school. He reported that the key role change is "the prin¬
cipal's shift from top-down manager to a supporter and
facilitator who maintains his or her leadership responsi¬
bilities" (Spilman 1996, 38). Shieve (1988) also agreed
that the principal's role will shift more toward being a
facilitator. Shieve described this facilitator role as
meaning that the principal will be responsible for setting
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the tone, smoothing things out, communicating with everyone,
being accessible to the staff, making parents welcome, being
visible, and giving the sense that the building is for
everyone, both students and teachers. As a facilitator,
Shieve believed that the principal's authority will be
achieved by influence and persuasion will be an integral
part of being able to convey the message, explain, assist,
convince, model, develop, redefine, and encourage.
Geraci (1996) concluded that decision making was not
decentralized in Rochester, New York, and further postulated
that perhaps it never will be. He said that the hierarchy
of decision making, the top-down decisions about important
issues, will continue. Therefore, Geraci (1996, 52) stated,
the principals often find themselves assuming the
adversarial role with the central office and the
school board in order to get things done in his or
her school. Also when waivers are written or
grievances brought principals must take the lead—a
role that pits them against the central office and
is a throwback to the traditional principal's role,
rather than a member among equals on a site team.
O'Neal (1996b) , in talking with Michael Strembitsky
about the role of the principal in schools that have shared
decision making, reported that Strembitsky believed the
process of shared decision making comes down to the prin¬
cipal's belief in people. Strembitsky stated that if the
principal believes that people want to succeed—want to make
decisions, want to serve—then they must be free to do their
work .
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Briggs and Wohlstetter (1994) reported findings that
were based on an in-depth study of twenty-five elementary
and middle schools in eleven school districts in the United
States and Canada that had been operating under the umbrella
of shared decision making for four or more years. Their
findings indicated that the principal's role is evolving
from direct leadership to orchestrating decisions through
teams of teachers and other stakeholders in schools that
have implemented shared decision making. They attributed
this role transition to the fact that others have been
empowered to make decisions that were formerly an exclusive
domain for the principal. They further described four
strategies—empowering, training, informing, and rewarding—
that will help principals have a smooth transition to their
emerging new roles. These new roles include:
1. Designer of involvement structures. Principals
help make decision-making teams by providing them with real
authority over discrete areas of jurisdiction.
2. Motivator/coach. Principals create a supportive
environment for shared decision making by communicating
trust, encouraging risk taking, sharing information, and
facilitating participation.
3. Facilitator of change. The principal encourages
ongoing staff development and provides staff with both
tangible and intangible resources.
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4. Liaison to the outside world. Principals pre¬
sent new ideas and research about teaching and learning;
they also encourage staff to write grants and solicit
donations of funds and materials, and provide opportunities
for teachers to focus on learning without unnecessary
distractions.
Summary
Educators from all over the country have presented
ideas on how to improve "this place called school," which
has resulted in the emergence of several restructuring
options. While each restructuring initiative has a unique
approach to improving public education, they all seem to
share the same basic concerns: lack of autonomy, teachers
not having a voice in the decision-making process, teacher
isolation, lack of parental support, tracking, low stan- •
dards, high student/teacher ratios, lack of student inter¬
est, and insufficient funds.
There are several different types of restructuring
initiatives that emerged as a response to the widespread
demands for better education. These initiatives include
democratic schools, Coalition of Essential Schools, site-
based management, next generation schools, and charter
schools. Charter schools, described as a "hybrid," address
each of the concepts that characterize the reform movements
indicated. A charter school, more specifically, is defined
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as a school supported by tax dollars, like any other public
school, but it is run according to the charter that the
school itself designs, spelling out its philosophy and
goals. Charter schools are differentiated from traditional
schools because of their autonomy and accountability to the
school stakeholders.
The concept of charter schools emerged in North
America during the early 1990s. In 1993, Georgia passed
legislation allowing an unlimited number of charter schools
to be converted from existing public schools. The major¬
ity of charter schools are concentrated in six states:
Arizona, California, Colorado, Massachusetts, Michigan, and
Minnesota.
There are many stakeholders involved in the creation
of charter schools. Depending on the state law, the indi¬
viduals forming charter schools could include teachers,
parents, administrators, colleges, universities, and com¬
munity members. However, most existing charter schools have
been established by teachers and parents.
Several difficulties have been encountered by
various states in their establishment of charter schools.
These difficulties include: (1) starting a school from
scratch, (2) aspects related to finances, (3) finding school
facilities, (4) role transitions for district staff and for
teachers and principals of charter schools, (5) the added
accountability which charter schools build into the system,
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and (6) the impact charter schools can have on the quality
of schools in the entire system.
Shared decision making is the very core of charter
schools. There are many definitions of shared decision
making. Shared decision making, in essence, is a means of
reducing bureaucracy that changes the fundamental inter¬
actions among administrators, teachers, parents, and
students. This paradigm shift in interactions is based on
the premise that revolves around empowering those who are
closest to the students to make the decisions that will
conform to the students' needs.
There are many benefits of shared decision making.
However, there are several key conditions necessary for
successful implementation. These conditions include: (1)
the school has autonomy with regard to decisions about
curriculum, personnel, and budget; (2) the school must be
exempted from state and local rules governing school opera¬
tions; and (3) there must be shared collegial decision
making among teachers and administrators.
The extent and the degree of successfully imple¬
menting any type of pedagogical change at the schoolhouse
depends on the principal's leadership. The type of leader¬
ship needed in schools where shared decision making is
mandated or in schools that have acquired charter status is
described in the literature as transformational leadership.
This type of leader finds a way to be successful in reducing
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the status of teachers and administrators; together, they
collaboratively define the essential purpose of teaching
and learning and then empower the entire community; they
motivate followers to transcend self-interest for the sake
of the organization. This type of leadership signifi¬
cantly differs from the tradition in the schoolhouse.
Consequently, the principals of charter schools will
experience a major paradigm shift in their leadership role
as well as in their role as the decision maker.
In Chapter III, the theoretical framework of the
research is presented and the relationship of the variables
is discussed. Definitions of the variables and the null




The purpose of this study was four-fold: (1) to
determine Georgia charter school teachers' perceptions of
the ideal and actual practices in shared decision making;
(2) to determine Georgia charter school principals' percep¬
tions of the ideal and actual practices in shared decision
making; (3) to determine Georgia charter school teachers'
and principals' perceptions of the ideal and actual prac¬
tices of shared decision making; and (4) to determine the
implications of the extent of congruence between the views
of teachers and principals.
This chapter contains the theoretical framework of
the research, definitions of the research variables, a
discussion of the relationships among the variables, and the
null hypotheses.
Of particular interest to restructured schools is
the decentralizing of decision making through the vehicle
called shared decision making. The philosophy of a shared
approach to decision making, which is considered by some
reformers as the capstone for restructuring and renewing
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education, is mandated in charter schools. Charter schools
transfer or redistribute formal decision making authority
from state education agencies and district offices to units
such as governance committees, executive councils, gover¬
nance boards, or design teams formed in the schools. The
transferring of power in restructured schools blurs the
traditional clear lines of authority between teachers and
administrators (Thomas 1989). This blurring is a welcomed
by-product of the shared governance principle of shared
accountability and shared responsibility (Luby 1983).
Carlos and Amsler (1993) described shared governance
as the commitment by stakeholders in the school that springs
from ownership and participation. Shieve (1988) stated that
shared governance is the vital component that empowers
parents and the community to share in the responsibility of
ensuring the best education for all students as they join '
administrators and teachers as colleagues in decision
making. Arthur, Littleton, and Boyd (1992) went one step
further in their statement that teachers know and understand
the needs of their students better than anyone else; there¬
fore, they should have an active voice in decision making.
Firestone and Bader (1991) supported teacher involvement in
shared decision making, for they believed that when teachers
have influence over decisions made, they are committed to
them. Sizer (1989) , also in favor of teacher involvement in
shared decision making, concluded that when teachers have a
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voice in decisions made, the faculty feels a sense of
authority and control over its own school. He also stated
that teacher involvement in decisions results in decisions
tailored to the needs of the students, thus increasing
school performance.
Carson and Smith (1993) wrote that giving employees
opportunities to be involved in planning, to set their own
standards and objectives, and to give opinions or offer
ideas raises the employee's self-esteem. Goodlad (1984,
272-273), reported that
one of the most popular ideas about school improve¬
ment to emerge in recent years is that parents
should participate more actively in making deci¬
sions. . . . The concept of greater parent partici¬
pation and involvement has natural appeal. . . .
Principals and teachers concur in the desire for a
rebalancing of power toward greater decentralization
and localism.
Conway (1984) also reported that one of the benefits
of shared decision making that relates to education is
better quality decisions, higher productivity, and higher
efficiency. Additionally, Drake and Roe (1991) concluded
that the best way to exercise power and authority while
acquiring the same is to share it.
The studies included in the review of the literature
are directly related to this study. The studies of Dunstan
(1981) , Lipham (1974) , Lipham and Rankin (1981) , David
(1989) , and Russell, Cooper, and Greenblatt (1992) were used
as the basis for conducting this study, which focuses on
Georgia charter school teachers' and principals' perceptions
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of the ideal and actual practices in shared decision making.
What is the difference in Georgia charter school principals'
perceptions of the ideal and actual practices in shared
decision making? What is the difference in Georgia charter
school teachers' perceptions of the ideal and actual prac¬
tices in shared decision making? In what areas are the
perceptions of principals and teachers in Georgia charter
schools of the ideal and actual practices in shared decision
making congruent? In what areas are the perceptions of
principals and teachers in Georgia charter schools of the
ideal and actual practices in shared decision making
noncongruent?
Definitions of Terms
The definitions used in this study were operation¬
ally defined in terms of how they were applied within the *
context of this research.
Actual practices; The extent that teachers and
principals in Georgia charter schools perceive that shared
decision making is practiced in their school setting. The
respondents determined the extent by ranking each of the
eight key areas and overall impressions of shared decision
making using a 4-point Likert scale.
Charter school: A public school, like all other
public schools, that cannot charge tuition or have any
religious affiliation. Charter schools are governed by
teachers, parents, administrators, or others who want to
create and manage an innovative public school. The
developers of a charter school apply to a public agency,
usually a local school board or state board of education
but in some cases a public university, for a charter that
provides public funding and a performance contract to run a
public school. The school's performance is reviewed after
three to five years, and the school remains open or a
charter school only as long as it meets or exceeds perfor¬
mance benchmarks established in its charter. Charter
schools must be authorized by state law, and differences in
these laws lead to different types of charter schools from
state to state. Charter schools across the country share
some general features. Individuals who govern charter
schools are given control of their school's budget, staff¬
ing, teaching methods, structure of the school day, and
curriculum. In exchange for autonomy, charter schools are
held accountable for student performance. They must meet or
exceed state and local standards as well as meet the bench¬
marks established in their charter.
Ideal aspects; The level of importance of each of
the eight key areas and overall impressions of shared
decision making as perceived by teachers and principals in
Georgia charter schools. The respondents determined the
level of importance by ranking each of the eight key areas
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and overall impressions of shared decision making using a
4-point Likert scale.
Perceptions: Georgia charter school teachers' and
principals' concepts of the ideal and actual practices in
the following eight key areas and overall impressions of
shared decision making:
1. Budgeting: The level at which Georgia charter
school principals and teachers perceive the ideal and actual
practices in shared decision-making matters related to
designing and implementing the school budget. Budgeting, in
this study, refers to participation in any of the four com¬
ponents of budgeting: development, administration, account¬
ing, and analysis of money for supplies, materials, and
anything else necessary to operate a school.
2. Curriculum/instruction: The level at which
Georgia charter school principals and teachers perceive the
ideal and actual practices in shared decision making con¬
cerning what is taught, how it is taught, the selection of
textbooks and educational materials, and the establishment
of curriculum goals.
3. Facilitating procedures and structures: The
level at which Georgia charter school principals and
teachers perceive the ideal and actual practices in shared
decision making concerning the energy, time, and effort used
to ensure collegiality among teachers, time allocation for
planning, creation of interdisciplinary teams, reduction in
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teacher class loads, and waivers of regulations affecting
the organizational structure of the schoolhouse.
4. Goals/vision/mission: The level at which
Georgia charter school principals and teachers perceive the
ideal and actual practices in shared decision making that
relate to developing the school's goals, vision, and
mission. Goals in this study refers to the aim or purpose
of the school. Vision in this study refers to hopes and
aspirations of a school manifested by shared values,
beliefs, and goals of stakeholders. Mission in this study
refers to statements that describe or define where the
school is going.
5. Operations: The level at which Georgia charter
school principals and teachers perceive the ideal and actual
practices in shared decision making that involve managing
the use, improvement, and maintenance of the school
building.
6. Staff development: The level at which Georgia
charter school principals and teachers perceive the ideal
and actual practices in shared decision making that involve
designing and implementing staff development activities that
are designed to meet the needs of the staff.
7. Staffing; The level at which Georgia charter
school principals and teachers perceive the ideal and actual
practices in shared decision making that concern recruiting,
interviewing, hiring, and assignment of school staff.
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8. Standards: The level at which Georgia charter
school principals and teachers perceive the ideal and actual
practices in shared decision making that concern setting
standards for their performance and behavior.
Shared decision making; The level at which Georgia
charter school principals and teachers perceive the ideal
and actual practices in shared decision making that relate
to the process of collaborating with educational stake¬
holders when making decisions concerning designing, plan¬
ning, and implementing all aspects related to running a
school. Shared governance and school-based management also
refer to shared decision making in this study.
Relationship Among the Variables
The independent variables in this study were the
perceptions of Georgia charter school teachers and prin¬
cipals concerning the ideal and actual practices of shared
decision making in the eight key areas and overall impres¬
sions of shared decision making. The dependent variables
were the eight key areas and overall impressions of shared
decision making. The relationship among the variables is
shown in figure 1.
This study examined Georgia charter school teachers'
and principals' perceptions concerning the ideal and actual
practices in the eight key areas and overall impressions of
shared decision making. The eight key areas of shared










decision making were established by Russell (1992). This
study examined the overall impressions and the following
eight key areas of shared decision making: budgeting, cur¬
riculum/instruction, facilitating procedures and structures,
goals/vision/mission, operations, staff development, staff¬
ing, and standards. This study was supported by Lipham and
Rankin (1981) , who examined the same eight key areas of
shared decision making.
For the purpose of this study, Georgia charter
school teachers' and principals' perceptions of the ideal
and the actual practices in shared decision making were
assumed to differ. However, there is a lack of information
or data which indicate if variances exist and to what extent
they might exist within the context of the areas of shared
decision making. The context of this study involved the
perceptions of charter school teachers and principals whose
schools have achieved charter status in the state of
Georgia. This study, therefore, was designed to answer the
research questions to determine if differences exist between
and among Georgia charter school principals' and teachers'
perceptions of the ideal and the actual practices in shared
decision making.
Null Hypotheses
The following null hypotheses were developed for
this study:
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Null Hypothesis 1. There is no significant differ¬
ence between Georgia charter school teachers' perceptions of
the ideal and actual practices of shared decision making in
the areas of budgeting, curriculum/instruction, facilitating
procedures and structures, goals/vision/mission, operations,
staff development, staffing, standards, and overall
impressions of shared decision making.
Null Hypothesis 2. There is no significant differ¬
ence between Georgia charter school principals' perceptions
of the ideal and actual practices of shared decision making
in the areas of budgeting, curriculum/instruction, facili¬
tating procedures and structures, goals/vision/mission,
operations, staff development, staffing, standards, and
overall impressions of shared decision making.
Null Hypothesis 3. There is no significant differ¬
ence between Georgia charter school teachers' and princi¬
pals' perceptions of the ideal practices of shared decision
making in the areas of budgeting, curriculum/instruction,
facilitating procedures and structures, goals/vision/
mission, operations, staff development, staffing, standards,
and overall impressions of shared decision making.
Null Hypothesis 4. There is no significant differ¬
ence between Georgia charter school teachers' and princi¬
pals' perceptions of the actual practices of shared decision
making in the areas of budgeting, curriculum/instruction,
facilitating procedures and structures, goals/vision/
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mission, operations, staff development, staffing, standards,
and overall impressions of shared decision making.
Limitations of the Study
The following limitations were observed for this
study:
1. The study was restricted to Georgia charter
school teachers' perceptions of the ideal and actual prac¬
tices in shared decision making as compared to their prin¬
cipals' perceptions of the ideal and actual practices in
shared decision making.
2. The information or data collected were limited
to the independent and dependent variables.
3. All charter schools in Georgia were given the
opportunity to participate in the study; therefore, random
sampling was not used in selecting the charter schools.
5. The length of time that some of the schools have
had charter status was also a limitation.
6. The respondents may not have responded with
veracity.
Summary
This study explored the relationship between the
independent and dependent variables. The research was
designed to determine if there are differences between
teachers' and principals' perceptions of the ideal and
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actual practices in the eight key areas of shared decision
making and in a ninth area of overall impressions.
j.n Chapter IV the researcher describes the research
design, the setting, and sampling procedures. Chapter IV





The purpose of this study was four-fold: (1) to
determine Georgia charter school teachers' perceptions of
the ideal and actual practices in shared decision making;
(2) to determine Georgia charter school principals' percep¬
tions of the ideal and actual practices in shared decision
making; (3) to determine Georgia charter school teachers'
and principals' perceptions of the ideal and actual prac¬
tices of shared decision making; and (4) to determine the
implications of the extent of congruence between the views
of teachers and principals. This study specifically
investigated differences between teachers and principals in
schools that have acquired charter status in the state of
Georgia. In this chapter, information is presented on the
research design, description of the setting, sampling
procedures, working with human subjects, description of the
instrument, data collection procedures, and statistical
applications unique to this study.
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Mary Walton's statement, "In God we trust. All
others must use data," illustrates how important it is to
use the correct tools and techniques in educational research
since the purpose of this type of research is to develop
confidence in knowledge claims to determine if particular
educational phenomena are true or false. Therefore, it is
incumbent upon the researcher to design the strongest
possible study or empirical test to support or refute the
knowledge claim.
Research Design
The differences between the independent and depen¬
dent variables in this quantitative study were examined
using a descriptive research design. Descriptive studies,
according to Borg and Gall (1989) , are primarily concerned
with finding out "what is." Ray and Razavieh (1979) noted
that descriptive research studies are designed to obtain
information concerning the current status of phenomena. The
aim of the research reported is to describe "what exists"
with respect to variables or conditions in a situation.
The specific type of descriptive research employed
in this study was survey research. Survey research, accord¬
ing to Borg and Gall (1989) , accounts for a substantial
proportion of the research done in the field of education.
The questionnaire in this study was designed to gather
descriptive information on Georgia charter school teachers'
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and principals' perceptions about the ideal aspects and
actual practices in the eight key areas of shared decision
making. The questionnaire was also designed to test
specific hypotheses concerning differences, if they exist,
in the teachers' and principals' perceptions of the ideal
and actual practices in the eight key areas of shared
decision making.
The specific type of survey employed in this study
was a cross-sectional survey. In this type of survey, the
sample is drawn from a predetermined population. The
information is collected at one point in time, although the
time to complete the survey may vary from one day to one
month (Borg and Gall 1989). The questionnaire was adminis¬
tered by the researcher to the twenty-one charter schools in
Georgia. This would ensure, according to Black and Champion
(1976), a high rate of return, knowledge of who is complet¬
ing the questionnaire, and that questions concerning the
questionnaire are answered correctly.
Description of the Setting
Georgia, the first state in the Southeast and the
third state in the country to experiment with charter
schools, has 84,059 teachers, 6,546 administrators, and
1,311,126 students who attend some 1,724 public elementary,
middle, and secondary schools (Green 1997). Of the 1.3
million students, 672,866 are males and 638,260 are females
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Working with Human Subjects
Prior to conducting the study, each charter school
principal received a personal telephone call followed by a
letter requesting permission to conduct the study in his or
her school. After permission was granted to conduct the
study, the researcher established a day and time to admin¬
ister the questionnaire. All principals and teachers were
assured that their responses would remain confidential.
Description of the Instrument
The instrument used in this study was a descriptive,
cross-sectional survey in questionnaire format. The ques¬
tionnaire was divided into two sections. The first section
of the survey contained thirty-five items. These items were
designed to ascertain respondents' ideal and actual prac¬
tices in each of the eight key areas of shared decision
making: (1) budgeting, (2) curriculum/instruction, (3)
facilitating procedures, (4) goals/vision/mission, (5)
operations, (6) staffing, (7) staff development, and (8)
standards (Russell 1992). The questionnaire also ascer¬
tained overall impressions concerning the ideal and actual
practices in shared decision making.
The instrument developed for this study was actually
a modified version of Russell, Cooper, and Greenblatt's
(1992) Teachers Involvement and Participation Scale, Version
2 (TIPS 2), which measures the participation of teachers in
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shared decision making. Several items from the question¬
naire were deleted, and the terminology of several items was
altered. Copies of the principal questionnaire and the
teacher questionnaire are in appendix A. Permission was
obtained from Dr. Ruth B. Greenblatt, one of the developers
of the TIPS-2 instrument, for its modification and use in
the study (see appendix B).
Thirty-five of the items on the questionnaire called
for the respondent to respond to two scales, the ideal of
shared decision making and the actual practice of shared
decision making. The response format consisted of two
4-point Likert scales for each question. A response to the
ideal of shared decision making could be selected from "no
importance," "some importance," "important," or "very
important." In the Likert scale representing the actual
practices in shared decision making, responses could be
selected from "not at all," "to a small extent," "to a great
extent," or "to a very great extent." The Likert type
rating scale, according to Black and Champion (1976), is
used as a means of differentiating between subjects accord¬
ing to their possession of varying degrees of attitudinal
nature and was also modified to acquire data on teachers'
and principals' perceptions of shared decision making.
The second component of the teachers' questionnaire
acquired overall impressions of shared decision making in
their setting, and questions were asked that acquired
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(Green 1997) . The racial composition of the students in the
state of Georgia includes 491,728 African American students,
761,002 white students, 28,191 Hispanic students, 212,207
Asian students, 1,745 Native American students, and 7,253
multiracial students (Georgia Department of Education 1997).
There are twenty-one charter schools located in
seven different counties in the state of Georgia. Of this
number, eighteen are elementary schools, one is a middle
school, and two are high schools. Approximately 22,000
student? are being educated in the twenty-one charter
schools in Georgia. About 10 percent of these students
qualify for free or reduced lunches. Four of the twenty-one
charter schools are populated by a majority of white stu¬
dents. In fact, about 72 percent of the students in charter
schools in the state of Georgia are white, 25 percent are
African Americans, and 3 percent are others (Georgia Depart¬
ment of Education 1997) .
Sampling Procedures
A sampling technique that is most often used is
random sampling. Sampling is based on selecting a certain
number of representatives from a population which is the
total number of any given variable for any given quantity.
For the purpose of this study, the population of charter
schools in the state of Georgia (twenty-one) was the sample.
Therefore, a sampling procedure was not needed.
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pertinent information concerning demographic data that were
used for descriptive purposes only. The second component of
the principals’ questionnaire asked additional questions
concerning the racial composition of the school, the school
type, the socioeconomic status of the school, and the loca¬
tion of the school (urban or rural). These data were also
used for descriptive purposes only.
An instrument that is developed must, according to
Boggs (1995) , undergo these procedures:
■1. An examination of the instrument must be done by
a team of experts that includes a psychologist, a psychom-
etrist, a teacher, an assistant principal, a principal, and
an area director.
2. The instrument must be field tested.
3. The reliability of the instrument, or the
instrument's capability to yield similar scores on the same
individual when tested under different conditions or at
different times, must be determined so that it could be
accepted at a .95 reliability rate with a standard devia¬
tion of 10. The ability of the instrument to measure what
it purports to measure must be determined by establishing
the face validity of the instrument. In addition, a visual
diagram illustrating construct validity should be repre¬
sented .
4. The instrument must also be quantified.
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The instrument developed (appendix A) was admin¬
istered to a panel of experts to establish content validity
and reliability. The panel of experts consisted of two
teachers, two principals, a psychologist, a media special¬
ist, and a psychometrist.
Reliability of the Scales
Data were collected on the nine scales (eight key
areas of shared decision making and one item on overall
impressions) from the thirty-five items on the revised
version of Russell, Cooper, and Greenblatt's (1992) TIPS 2
questionnaire. Cronbach's alpha coefficient was calculated
to determine the reliability of teachers' and principals'
perceptions of the nine ideal scales and the nine actual
scales. The reliability coefficients for the ideal and
actual scales of both teacher and principal respondents are
displayed in table 1.
The reliability coefficients for the nine ideal
scales for both teachers and principals ranged from .40 to
.90. The reliability coefficients for the nine actual
scales for teachers and principals ranged from .45 to .92.
The reliability coefficients for the teachers seemed to be
higher than those of the principals, which can be attributed
to the principals giving the same responses to many of the
questions.
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Staff Development .73 .68
Standards .67 .72








Staff Development .65 .76
Standards .67 .45
Overall Impressions .92 .78
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Establishing Construct Validity
Construct validity, according to Borg and Gall
(1989, 255), is the extent to which a particular test can
be shown to measure a hypothetical construct—that is,
"a theoretical construction about the nature of human
behavior." In essence, construct validity allows the
researcher to correlate the hypotheses of the study to the
variables being tested by the instrument used in the study.
In establishing construct validity for this study, thirty-
three of the items in the shared decision-making instrument
are correlated to the eight key areas of shared decision
making: (1) budgeting, (2) curriculum/instruction, (3)
facilitating procedures, (4) goals/vision/mission, (5)
operations, (6) staffing, (7) staff development, and (8)
standards (Russell 1992) , and the items on the questionnaire
that are designed to ascertain the overall impressions of *
shared decision making in the respondents' school setting.
All thirty-five items in the shared decision-making instru¬
ment are correlated to the four null hypotheses. Table 2
shows the areas of shared decision making and the items on
the instrument which measured them.
Data Collection Procedures
This study focused on charter school principals and
teachers in the state of Georgia. A complete list of
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Table 2.—Illustration of Construct Validity









7. Staff Development 31-33
8. Standards 6-9
Overall Impressions 34-35
Georgia's charter schools was acquired from the Georgia
Department of Education's School Renewal and School Improve¬
ment Directory (1997) . A decisional analysis questionnaire
developed by Russell, Cooper, and Greenblatt (1992) and
revised by the researcher was the instrument used in this
study.
The researcher was allowed to administer the ques¬
tionnaire to fourteen of the twenty-one Georgia charter
schools. The questionnaires were color coded to distinguish
the respondents (principals or teachers).
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Statistical Applications
This study sought to determine Georgia charter
school teachers' and principals' perceptions of the ideal
and actual practices in the eight key areas of shared
decision making: budgeting, curriculum/instruction,
facilitating procedures, goals/vision/mission, operations,
staffing, staff development, and standards. A Likert-type
scale questionnaire was administered. Additional informa¬
tion about the respondents' overall impression of shared
decision making in their school setting and demographic data
were acquired for descriptive purposes only.
The statistical tools used in this study were both
descriptive and inferential. The descriptive statistics
were used to describe the respondents and the schools in
terms of the demographic variables. The dependent variables
were described using means and standard deviations.
The data collected from the questionnaire were
analyzed using an inferential technique, multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA). MANOVA is a statistical
technique for determining whether several groups differ on
more than one dependent variable (Borg and Gall 1989) . Each
subject in a MANOVA has a score on two or more dependent
variables, called vectors. A mean vector score, called a
centroid, is calculated for the group of subjects. The
Wilks Lambda, the most commonly used test for multivariate
testing, is then calculated to determine the statistical
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significance of the difference between group centroids (Borg
and Gall 1989) . This test yields an F value which deter¬
mines the level of statistical significance. If a signifi¬
cant MANOVA F is obtained, then an analysis of variance is
performed on each dependent variable to determine which of
these variables are statistically significant, thus con¬
tributing to the overall MANOVA F value.
The F values indicate whether the means of the
sample represented by various factors in the study differ
significantly from one another and if they interact sig¬
nificantly with one another. If the F value is less than
.05, then there is a significant difference in the means of
the factors in the study.
Summary
This study investigated Georgia charter school prin¬
cipals' and teachers' perceptions of the ideal and actual
practices in the eight key areas of shared decision making—
budgeting, curriculum/instruction, facilitating procedures,
goals/vision/mission, operations, staffing, staff develop¬
ment, and standards—and their overall impressions of shared
decision making. Included in this chapter were the descrip¬
tions of the research design, the setting, sampling proce¬
dures, working with human subjects, and a description of
the instrument that was administered to the respondents.
Validity and reliability data were given for the instrument.
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Methods and procedures of data collection were described,
and the statistical applications used were discussed.
Chapter V discusses the results from the Likert
questionnaire administered to teachers and principals in
charter schools located in the state of Georgia. This
questionnaire measured the ideal and actual perceptions
of teachers and principals in fourteen of the twenty-one
Georgia charter schools. The results from the appropriate
statistical research tools that were used to test and inter¬
pret the hypotheses as well as the research questions are
presented.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Introduction
The purpose of this study was four-fold: (1) to
determine Georgia charter school teachers' perceptions of
the ideal and actual practices in shared decision making;
(2) to determine Georgia charter school principals' percep¬
tions of the ideal and actual practices in shared decision
making; (3) to determine Georgia charter school teachers'
and principals' perceptions of the ideal and actual prac¬
tices of shared decision making; and (4) to determine the
implications of the extent of congruence between the views
of teachers and principals.
This chapter presents the demographic description of
teachers and principals in Georgia charter schools. Also
presented are the analyses of the hypotheses and research
questions. The data for this study were obtained from the
teachers' and principals' responses to a Likert-type ques¬
tionnaire. The first section consisted of thirty-five items
which measured the dependent variables. The second section
consisted of seven items for teachers and eleven items for
principals that provided demographic information about the
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respondents and the Georgia charter school where they are
employed.
Fourteen of the twenty-one Georgia charter school
principals and teachers participated in this study. All
fourteen principals from the schools that participated in
the study returned their questionnaires. A total of 342
teacher questionnaires were returned from the fourteen
schools. Of the 342 teacher questionnaires, twenty-six did
not respond to both Likert scales (ideal and actual) on more
than one item on the questionnaire, and four questionnaires
were deleted because they were not completed correctly.
Consequently, 312 teacher questionnaires and fourteen prin¬
cipal questionnaires, or 67 percent of Georgia charter
schools principals' and teachers' responses to the question¬
naire were utilized to obtain data for this study.
The data in this study were analyzed using multi- •
variate analysis of variance (MANOVA) procedures. The .05
alpha level of significance was used to test the null
hypotheses.
Demographic Data
The summary of the data describing the fourteen
schools that participated in this study is presented in
table 3. In table 3, the frequency and percentage of the
configuration of the schools, the socioeconomic status of
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Table 3.—Demographics of Georgia Charter Schools That











Location of School Setting;
Urban, inner city 1 7 .1
Urban, metro 1 7.1
Suburban 6 42.9
Rural 6 42.9
Racial Composition; Mean SD
White 77.39 17.98
African American 18.08 16.81
Other 4.54 5.65
the majority of the students who attend each school, and the
types of school setting are displayed. The mean racial
composition of the schools is also given.
Table 4 presents personal data collected on both
teachers and principals using a comparative format. The
numbers and percentages of both teacher and principal gender
and highest degree held in education are given. Also
presented in table 4 are the range, mean, and standard
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Table 4.—Respondents' Personal Data
Teachers Principals
Personal Data (n = 312) (n = 14)
Gender: No. % No. %
Male 42 13.8 9 64.3
Female 263 86.2 5 35 .7
Missing 7 2.2 0 0 .0
Highest Degree: No. % No. %
Bachelor's 135 44.0 0 0.0
Master's 148 48.2 1 7.1
Specialist 23 7 .5 11 78.6
Doctorate 1 0 .3 2 14.3
multiple response 2 0 .6 0 0.0
Missing 3 1 .0 0 0.0
Age:
Range 21-67 38-57











Mean 7 .55 10.29
Standard Deviation 6.87 9.07
deviation of the respondents' ages, years of experience as
educators, and years of experience in their current school
setting.
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Eighty-six percent of the teacher respondents were
female, whereas 64 percent of the principals were male. The
teachers' ages ranged from 21 to 67. Although 39.76 was the
mean age for the teachers, the largest number of teachers
(14) were 45 and 50. The ages of the principals ranged from
38 to 57, with an average age of 47.57; the largest number
of principals (two each) were 47, 49, and 51.
The degrees held by the teachers at the master's and
bachelor's levels were almost equivalent, with 48 percent of
the teachers holding master's degrees and 44 percent holding
bachelor's degrees. Seventy-eight percent of the principals
held specialist degrees, whereas only 7.1 percent of them
held master's degrees. Two principals and one teacher held
the doctorate, the highest degree.
The majority of the teachers reported that they had
from less than one year to 47 years of experience as an
educator. Although 13.3 was the average number of years of
experience, 23 teachers or 7.5 percent had four years of
teaching experience, and 21 or 6.8 percent had ten years of
experience. The teachers also reported that they had from
less than one year to 44 years of experience in their
current school building. It was also interesting to note
that the largest number of teachers (44 or 14.3 percent) had
only been in their current school setting for two years, and
40 teachers (the next largest number) or 13 percent had been
in their building for only one year. On the other hand,
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principals' experience as an educator ranged from 15 to 35
years, with the largest number of principals (two each)
having 20, 25, 26, and 27 years of experience. The prin¬
cipals' years of experience in their building ranged from
one to 26 years.
Table 5 displays the extent to which respondents
believe teachers participate in decision making. Thirty-six
percent of the teachers believed that teachers in general
participated very little in decision making, while 59.8
percent.believed that teachers participated very much in
decision making. One hundred percent of the principals
believed that teachers in general participated very much in
decision making. Forty-five percent of the teachers
believed that they individually participated somewhat in
decision making, while 12.9 percent of the teachers believed
that they participated very little in decision making. On
the other hand, 100 percent of the principals believed that
they individually participated very much in decision making.
Means of Scales
In order to analyze the hypotheses, there was a need
to have equal numbers in each group. Therefore, the unit of
analysis for teachers became the school. This was accom¬
plished by aggregating and coming up with a mean value and
standard deviation of fourteen schools and fourteen princi¬
pals for each subscale. Each school value was based on the
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Table 5. Summary of Extent of participation in Decision
Making
Teachers Principals
Extent of Participation No. % No. %
Extent teachers participate
in decision making:
Very little 11 3.6 0 0 .0
Somewhat 112 36.6 0 0 .0




Very little 40 12.9 0 0.0
Somewhat 140 45.2 0 0 .0
Very much 130 41.9 14 100.0
average from each teacher respondent in that school. The
data in table 6 give the school and the number of teachers
and principals who responded to the questionnaire.
A comparison of the means and standard deviations of
the ideal and actual scales for the teacher and principal
respondents is presented in table 7. The mean value for
each school was based on the average of teacher responses in
that school. The mean values for the ideal scales for both
teachers and principals ranged from 2.95 to 3.90, indicating
that both teachers' and principals' perceptions of the
importance of shared decision making ranged from important
to very important. The mean values for the actual scales
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Table 7 Means and Standard Deviations of Scales
Teachers Principals
mean Across 14 Schools nean Across 14 Principals
Ideal Actual Ideal Actual
Scales nean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Budgeting 3.53 0.17 2.66 0 .57 3.36 0 .53 3.04 0 .50
Curriculum/Inst ruction 3.74 0 .06 3.08 0 .32 3.71 0 .32 3.27 0.29
Facilitating Procedures 3.56 0.16 3.06 0 .32 3.43 0.62 3.32 0.50
Goals/Vision/Mission 3.79 0 .08 3.16 0.37 3 .90 0.19 3.43 0 .30
Operations 3.28 0.21 2.33 0.44 3.14 0.64 2.52 0.57
Staffing 3 .04 0.36 1 .97 0 .58 2.95 0.77 2.20 0 .76
Staff Development 3.66 0 .10 3.11 0 .29 3.69 0 .38 3.26 0 .59
Standards 3.76 0 .07 3 .02 0 .26 3.79 0 .31 3.23 0 .40
Overall Impressions 3 .73 0 .13 3.12 0.40 3.93 0 .15 3.51 0.43
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for both teachers and principals ranged from 1.97 to 3.43,
indicating that their perceptions of the actual practice of
shared decision making ranged from not at all to a great
extent (see table 7).
Testing the Hypotheses
Null Hypothesis 1. There is no significant differ¬
ence between Georgia charter school teachers' perceptions of
the ideal and actual practices of shared decision making in
the areas of budgeting, curriculum/instruction, facilitating
procedures and structures, goals/vision/mission, operations,
staff development, staffing, standards, and overall
impressions of shared decision making.
A MANOVA was conducted on teachers' perceptions to
determine variances in the ideal and actual practices in the
eight key areas and their overall impressions of shared
decision making. Table 8 reports the results of the MANOVA
for Hypothesis 1, determined by using the Wilks Lambda test
for statistical significance. Also shown in table 8 are the
F ratios and £ values for the nine subhypotheses.
The multivariate e value for Hypothesis 1 was
less than .01. Also, the £ values for each of the nine
univariates were less than .01. These e values indicate
that there were differences in teachers' perceptions of the
ideal and actual practices in shared decision making in
Georgia charter schools. Therefore, the null subhypotheses




Wilks Lambda 15.98 < .01*
Univariates:
Budgeting 50 .35 < .01*
Curriculum/instruction 55.69 < .01*
Facilitating Procedures 54.63 < .01*
GoaIs/Vi sion/Mission 40.69 < .01*
Operations 85.32 < .01*
Staffing 92.01 < .01*
Staff Development 58.78 < .01*
Standards 132.31 < .01*
Overall Impressions 33.19 < .01*
*E < .05.
for budgeting, curriculum/instruction, goals/vision/mission,
facilitating procedures and structures, operations, staff¬
ing, staff development, standards, and overall impressions
of shared decision making are rejected for teachers.
Null Hypothesis 2. There is no significant differ¬
ence between Georgia charter school principals' perceptions
of the ideal and actual practices of shared decision making
in the areas of budgeting, curriculum/instruction, facili¬
tating procedures and structures, goals/vision/mission,
operations, staff development, staffing, standards, and
overall impressions of shared decision making.
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A MANOVA was conducted on principals' perceptions to
determine variances in the ideal and actual practices in the
eight key areas and their overall impressions of shared
decision making. Table 9 reports the results of the MANOVA
for Hypothesis 2, determined by using the Wilks Lambda test
for statistical significance. Also shown in table 9 are the
F ratios and p values for the nine subhypotheses.




Wilks Lambda 8.63 < .01*
Univariates:
Budgeting 3.91 .07
Curriculum/Instruction 24.91 < .01*
Facilitating Procedures 7.05 .42
GoaIs/Vision/Mission 34.61 < .01*
Operations 12.62 < .01*
Staffing 16.06 < .01*
Staff Development 12.10 < .01*
Standards 62.15 < .01*
Overall Impressions 14.75 < .01*
*p < .05.
The multivariate p value for Hypothesis 2 was less
than .01. The p values for the univariates were all less
than .01, except for budgeting (p = .07) and facilitating
procedures and structures (p = .42). Therefore, the null
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subhypotheses for curriculum/instruction, goals/vision/
mission, operations, staffing, staff development, standards,
and overall impressions of shared decision making are
rejected for principals. There were no differences in the
principals' perceptions of the ideal and actual practices in
the budgeting or facilitating procedures and structures
areas of shared decision making in Georgia charter schools.
Null Hypothesis 3. There is no significant differ¬
ence between Georgia charter school teachers' and princi¬
pals' perceptions of the ideal practices of shared decision
making in the areas of budgeting, curriculum/instruction,
facilitating procedures and structures, goals/vision/
mission, operations, staff development, staffing, standards,
and overall impressions of shared decision making.
A MANOVA was conducted on teachers' and principals'
perceptions to determine variances in the ideal of shared
decision making in the eight key areas and their overall
impressions of shared decision making in Georgia charter
schools. Table 10 reports the results of the MANOVA for
Hypothesis 3, determined by using the Wilks Lambda test for
statistical significance. Also presented in table 10 are
the F ratios and p values for the nine subhypotheses.
The multivariate p value for Hypothesis 3 was less
than .01. Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected. As
indicated by the univariate p values, there were differences
in the overall impressions, but no differences in the
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Wilks Lambda 5.75 < .01*
Univariates:
Budgeting 1.33 .26
Curriculum/Instruction 0 .18 .68
Facilitating Procedures 0.59 .45
Goals/Vision/Mission 4.15 .05
Operations 0.57 .46
Staffing 0 .17 .68
Staff Development 0 .10 .75
Standards 0.09 .76
Overall Impressions 14.30 < .01*
*E < .05.
teachers' and principals' perceptions of the ideals of the
budgeting, curriculum/instruction, goals/vision/mission,
facilitating procedures and structures, operations, staff¬
ing, staff development, and standards areas of shared
decision making in Georgia charter schools.
Null Hypothesis 4. There is no significant differ¬
ence between Georgia charter school teachers' and princi¬
pals' perceptions of the actual practices of shared decision
making in the areas of budgeting, curriculum/instruction,
facilitating procedures and structures, goals/vision/
mission, operations, staff development, staffing, standards,
and overall impressions of shared decision making.
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A MANOVA was conducted on teachers' and principals'
perceptions to determine variances in the actual practices
of shared decision making in the eight key areas and their
overall impressions of shared decision making in Georgia
charter schools. Table 11 reports the results of the MANOVA
for Hypothesis 4, determined by using the Wilks Lambda test
for statistical significance. Also presented in table 11
are the F ratios and £ values for the nine subhypotheses.












Staff Development 0 .75 .39
Standards 2.83 .10
Overall Impressions 6.46 .02*
< .05.
The multivariate £ value for Hypothesis 4 was .55.
Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted. This indicates
that there were no differences in teachers' and principals'
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perceptions of the actual practices of the budgeting,
curriculum/instruction, goals/vision/mission, facilitating
procedures and structures, operations, staffing, staff
development, and standards areas of shared decision making
in Georgia charter schools.
Summary
Table 12 gives a summary of the null hypotheses
and results of the analyses. The comprehensive study was
conducted on teachers and principals in fourteen of the
twenty-one Georgia charter schools. Data used in this study
were obtained from a questionnaire. The first section of
the questionnaire obtained information on the eight key
areas of shared decision making and a ninth area for overall
impressions. The second section of the questionnaire was
used to gather demographic information. The results of the
study have been reported in this chapter.
The analysis of the data presented in this chapter
served as the basis for the information presented in Chapter
VI. In Chapter VI the findings, conclusions, implications,
and recommendations are presented and discussed.
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Table 12.—Summary of Hypotheses
Statistical
Null Hypotheses Tests Results1.There is no difference between
teachers' perceptions of ideal









rejected.2.There is no difference between
principals' perceptions of ideal














rejected.3.There is no difference between
teachers' and principals' per¬












All other null sub¬
hypotheses accepted4.There is no difference between MANOVA
teachers' and principals' per¬
ceptions of actual practices of
budgeting, curriculum instruc¬
tion, facilitating procedures,
goals/vis ion/miss ion, operations,
staff development, staffing,










The purpose of this study was four-fold: (1) to
determine Georgia charter school teachers' perceptions of
the ideal and actual practices in shared decision making;
(2) to determine Georgia charter school principals' percep¬
tions of the ideal and actual practices in shared decision
making; (3) to determine Georgia charter school teachers'
and principals' perceptions of the ideal and actual prac¬
tices of shared decision making; and (4) to determine the
implications of the extent of congruence between the views
of teachers and principals.
The focus of this comprehensive study was to deter¬
mine teachers' and principals' perceptions of the ideal and
actual practices in the eight key areas of shared decision
making and a ninth area of overall impressions of shared
decision making. This study was reported in six chapters.
Chapter I. Introduction. In Chapter I an overview
of the study was presented. The purpose of the study was
given. The background of the problem discussed the need for
restructuring in education and how shared decision making,
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which is mandated in charter schools, will impact restruc¬
turing. The problem statement pointed out the fact that
principals are only familiar with the traditional, bureau¬
cratic, top-down method of making decisions, and they may be
ill prepared for the dramatic changes in their decision¬
making role that are mandated in charter schools. Research
questions were also presented in this chapter.
Chapter II, Review of the Literature. In Chapter il
recent research was presented on shared decision making and
charter.schools. In the review of the literature several
different types of restructuring were discussed, with the
major focus on charter schools. Benefits, successful
implementation, and types of leadership needed when shared
decision making is mandated were also presented in this
chapter.
Chapter III, Theoretical Framework. In Chapter III
the theoretical framework was presented, along with the
independent and dependent variables. The independent
variables were teachers' and principals' perceptions, and
the dependent variables were the eight key areas of shared
decision making: budgeting, curriculum/instruction, facili¬
tating procedures and structures, goals/vision/mission,
operations, staffing, staff development, and standards. The
limitations of the study were also given.
Chapter IV, Methods and Procedures. Chapter IV
presented the research design and the statistical tools used
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to analyze the data generated from this comprehensive study.
The description of the setting included the twenty-one
Georgia charter schools. The section on working with human
subjects described the method used to gather information for
the study. The 35-item questionnaire was also described.
Chapter V. Analysis of the Data. In Chapter V the
respondents' demographic data were presented. An analysis
of the data in relation to the null hypotheses was given.
Chapter VI, Findings, Conclusions, Implications, and
Recommendations. In this chapter the findings, conclusions,
implications, and recommendations based on the results from
the data collected and analyzed are presented.
There were four research questions that were
answered in this investigation:
1. What is the difference between Georgia charter
school teachers' perceptions of the ideal and actual
practices in shared decision making?
2. What is the difference between Georgia charter
school principals' perceptions of the ideal and actual
practices in shared decision making?
3. What is the difference between Georgia charter
school teachers' and principals' perceptions of the ideal of
shared decision making?
4. What is the difference between Georgia charter
school teachers' and principals' perceptions of the actual
practices of shared decision making?
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Findings
The four research questions were answered by testing
the null hypotheses and the subhypotheses. The findings for
these hypotheses have been summarized in terms of Georgia
charter school teachers' and principals' perceptions of
shared decision making. Budgeting, curriculum/instruction,
facilitating procedures and structures, goals/vision/
mission, operations, staffing, staff development, standards,
and overall impressions were the areas of shared decision
making that were tested. Teachers' and principals' percep¬
tions of these areas of shared decision making have been
described in the findings.
Demographic Findings
The demographic findings from the data obtained
portrayed the average Georgia charter school teacher as a *
39-year-old female with 13 years of experience. The average
Georgia charter school principal was portrayed as a 47-year-
old male with 24 years of experience. The baseline data
depicted the average Georgia charter school as an elementary
school located in a suburban or rural setting and populated
by a majority of white students from a middle-class socio¬
economic status. These demographic findings did not support
those of Nathan (1996), who reported that many charter
schools focus on low-income students rather than the
affluent. Goenner's (1996) report that charter schools in
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Michigan focused on basic skills and independent learning
with an African American focus was not supported by the
findings on Georgia charter schools.
The demographic findings support those of Molnar
(1996) , who believed that there is not equal access of poor
families to charter schools. O'Neal (1996a, 1996b) and
Petronio (1996) reported that charter schools will cause
sorting, which will lead to segregation through a natural
selection process; these reports seem to be consistent with
this study's findings. The beliefs of these authors that
only well-informed and aggressive parents will seek out
charter schools are also consistent with the findings on
Georgia charter schools. The findings from this study
appear to support what Grutzik et al. (1995) found about
California charter schools: that they are written,
initiated, and implemented in wealthier neighborhoods. The
findings are also consistent with Nathan's (1996) review of
Minnesota's charter schools, which reported that charter
schools could fall into the trap of providing service to
only one kind of student, in the same way that alternative
schools fell into that trap.
Hypotheses Findings
1. There was a statistically significant difference
in Georgia charter school teachers' perceptions of the ideal
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and actual practices in shared decision making. The differ¬
ences lie in the teachers' perceptions of the importance of
shared decision making and how much shared decision making
is actually practiced in budgeting, curriculum/instruction,
facilitating procedures and structures, goals/vision/
mission, operations, staffing, staff development, standards,
and overall impressions of shared decision making. One
aspect of the findings indicated that teachers played an
active role in developing the vision for the school and in
setting* implementing, and developing the school's goals.
This finding was supported by Conley (1992) , who concluded
that when educators collectively develop a common vision
that is created by all participants and developed from the
bottom up, the vision is owned by everyone in the organiza¬
tion, which is the key to transforming disconnected projects
so that school goals can be achieved. The findings in this
study are contradictory to Lipham and Rankin's (1981) study,
where they concluded that the staff members of schools that
have site-based management were generally in a state of
decision deprivation.
2. There was a statistically significant difference
in Georgia charter school principals' perceptions of the
ideal and actual practices in shared decision making. The
differences were found in the principals' perceptions of the
importance of shared decision making and the extent to which
shared decision making is actually practiced in the areas of
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curriculum/instruction, goals/vision/mission, operations,
staffing, staff development, standards, and their overall
impressions of shared decision making. There was not a
statistically significant difference in the principals'
perceptions of budgeting and facilitating procedures of
shared decision making. This indicates that there was no
difference in the principals' perceptions of the importance
of and to what extent teachers should participate in these
areas of shared decision making: (1) planning of the budget
and how the school's allotted funds are spent, and (2)
teachers working on councils together to arrive at decisions
on the basis of majority rule or until consensus is reached.
The findings support those of Sweeney (1994), who concluded
that it was important for participants in a charter school
to take the time to discuss and reach consensus with all
school stakeholders. The findings are also partially
supported by Millot, Hill, and Lake (1996), who reported
that teachers are mostly interested in shared decision
making concerning certain areas, such as providing input in
hiring teachers, designing and modifying curriculum, and
planning staff development.
3. There was a statistically significant difference
in teachers' and principals' perceptions of the ideal of
shared decision making. The difference was found in the
teachers' and principals' perceptions of their overall
impressions of shared decision making. The findings
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revealed that teachers' involvement in shared decision
making ranged from somewhat important to important for
teacher professionalism, school improvement, better school
morale, and increased job satisfaction; principals responded
that these items were important to very important. The
principals' perceptions were supported by findings from
Squires and Kranyik's (1996) study at the Yale Child Study
Center, where they concluded that participating in shared
decision making boosted employee morale and motivation.
Karant's (1989, 29) findings also supported the principals'
perceptions; she stated that "shared governance enhances
professionalism by affording teachers greater participation,
which is satisfying to teachers because it expands their
responsibilities in ways that give them significant influ¬
ence in making their schools better." Spilman's (1996)
findings also partially support the findings that shared
decision making resulted in increased professionalism,
accountability, responsibility, and productivity across the
entire school staff.
4. There was no statistically significant differ¬
ence in teachers' and principals' perceptions of the actual
practices in shared decision making. The findings indicated
that both teachers and principals believed they participated
to a great extent in decision making. These findings did
not support those of Raywid (1990) , who asserted that shared
decision making has failed to result in more inclusive
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decision making. The findings also did not support those of
Alutto and Belasco (1972) , who surveyed urban and rural
teachers and found that older female teachers felt that they
were in a state of decision saturation and younger male
teachers felt that they were in a state of decision depriva¬
tion. This study's findings also contradicted Lipham's
(1982) study on the four Wisconsin Research and Development
schools, as the data from those schools revealed that the
staff was in a state of decision deprivation.
On a multivariate level, there were no statistically
significant differences; but it is important to include in
the discussion overall impressions, because the univariate
value indicated significant difference. The findings
concerning overall impressions indicated that teachers and
principals differed in their perceptions of how shared
decision making affected teacher professionalism, school
improvement, school morale, and increased job satisfaction.
In summary, three of the four null hypotheses had
statistically significant findings. Teachers' perceptions
of the importance of the areas of shared decision making and
the extent to which they believed shared decision making is
practiced were different. In addition, principals' percep¬
tions of the importance of shared decision making ideals
and the actual practices in shared decision making among
principals were also different. However, when comparing
teachers' and principals' perceptions, the findings
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indicated that there were differences in their ideal of how
important the areas of shared decision making are, but their
perceptions of how often shared decision making is practiced
were the same.
Conclusions
The conclusions in this study were made after a
thorough analysis of the data collected related to the null
hypotheses and subhypotheses and the research questions.
The conclusions are summarized by a brief discussion of the
findings from the demographic data and the hypotheses.
The demographic baseline data from the study
indicated that Georgia charter schools are significantly
different from the "norm." In fact, Georgia charter schools
fit the opponents' descriptions as elitist private schools
in disguise in that they are found in wealthier neighbor¬
hoods and are largely populated by white students.
The researcher found that Georgia charter school
teachers' perceptions of the ideal and actual practices and
their overall impressions of shared decision making were
different. The findings suggest to the researcher that
teachers in Georgia charter schools do not have a consistent
knowledge base about shared decision making. The findings
also seem to suggest that Georgia charter school teachers
need to have a more uniform mental model about charter
schools. The researcher believes that the findings seem to
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suggest that Georgia charter school teachers felt that the
goals/vision/mission area of shared decision making was very
important and that it was practiced to a great extent. The
data also seem to suggest that there were large variances in
Georgia charter school teachers' perceptions of the impor¬
tance of the area of staffing in shared decision making.
The researcher found that Georgia charter school
principals' perceptions of the ideal and actual practices
and their overall impressions of shared decision making were
significantly different. This suggests to the researcher
that principals themselves do not have the same mental model
of how charter schools and mandated shared decision making
should be implemented. This also suggests to the researcher
that these differences could be attributed to the indi¬
viduals themselves. The findings seem to suggest that what
Georgia charter school principals do not perceive as
important was not practiced. The findings seem to suggest
that all the areas of shared decision making that could be
perceived as "power issues," such as budgeting, facilitating
structures and procedures, operations, and staffing, had
large discrepancies or variances. These findings also
suggest to the researcher that the principals' perceptions
about the importance of and extent to which shared decision
making in staffing is practiced ranged from of some impor¬
tance to very important and that it was practiced from not
at all to a great extent.
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The researcher found that Georgia charter school
teachers' and principals' perceptions of the ideal and
overall impressions of shared decision making were not
congruent. This suggests to the researcher that principals
need to experience a change in their mind set concerning
what they have traditionally believed contributed to
increased teacher job satisfaction and professionalism. The
findings also suggest that principals and teachers do not
share the same sentiments concerning what does and does not
affect morale issues in the schoolhouse. The findings seem
to suggest that Georgia charter school principals' percep¬
tions about the importance of the areas of shared decision
making differed more than did Georgia charter school
teachers' perceptions. The findings also seem to suggest
that both teachers' and principals' perceptions differed
greatly in the staffing area of shared decision making.
The researcher found that Georgia charter school
teachers' and principals' perceptions of their actual
practices and their overall impressions of shared decision
making were congruent. This suggests to the researcher that
perhaps shared decision making is working at an optimal
level in this place we call school. On the other hand, the
findings also suggest that Georgia teachers for so long have
been denied a voice in what takes place in the schoolhouse
that they are grateful for the extent of participation in
decision making that is granted.
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Implications
This study has the following significant implica¬
tions for all stakeholders in charter schools: teachers,
parents, students, and administrators.
House Bill 353 will significantly alter the process
for achieving charter status in Georgia because this legis¬
lation will allow start-up charter schools. This has
significant implications for the method by which American
public education is funded, because students may attend
schools.that are not in their county; therefore, parents
should pay property taxes to the county in which their
children are being educated. This legislation will also
significantly impact the composition of the governance
councils in charter schools, because it requires that the
majority of the school stakeholders on the overall decision¬
making body in the schoolhouse shall be parents. This
mandate will generate or energize greater community and
parental involvement because parents will realize that they
will have a direct impact on their children's education.
However, this will also significantly alter the ability of
charter schools to make educationally sound decisions;
although parents have good intentions, often they may not
have the knowledge base for and are reluctant to share in
the decision making. Finally, House Bill 353 will cause
schools to compete for students because it gives parents a
choice in public education.
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The method by which local school boards staff
charter schools will be impacted because charter schools are
organizational innovations, and it is imperative that they
are staffed by personnel who share that same educational
philosophy. Therefore, local school boards should not
continue to appoint principals, assistant principals,
counselors, or teachers to positions in charter schools.
Charter schools will present serious challenges to
micromanaging administrators, central office personnel, and
local school boards because shared decision making is
mandated. Therefore, administrators must learn to lead by
influence rather than by the power of their position, and
central office personnel and local school boards will have
to experience a paradigm shift in their traditional roles.
Shared decision making will require that they become
facilitators who help local schools accomplish what they
independently decide to do.
Recommendations
The purpose of this study was: (1) to determine
Georgia charter school teachers' perceptions of the ideal
and actual practices in shared decision making; (2) to
determine Georgia charter school principals' perceptions of
the ideal and actual practices in shared decision making;
(3) to determine Georgia charter school teachers' and
principals' perceptions of the ideal of shared decision
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making; and (4) to determine Georgia charter school
teachers' and principals' perceptions of the actual shared
decision making. Based on the study's findings, conclu¬
sions, and implications, recommendations are offered for
practice and for future research.
Recommendations for Practice
The following are recommendations for further prac¬
tice which were derived from the findings and conclusions:
,1. Georgia charter schools need to explore and
examine the effectiveness of their structures and processes
for shared decision making.
2. Teachers in charter schools must start thinking
about the school as a whole, thus expanding their focus
beyond the realms of their classrooms.
3. All school stakeholders (parents, students,
teachers, and community members) must be enabled in order to
participate in shared decision making; therefore, school
administrators must share information and encourage thought¬
ful discussions and meaningful decision making.
Recommendations for Future Research
The following recommendations may be considered for
further research:
1. When looking at the means, there appear to be
differences at the multivariate level that were found not to
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be statistically significant. Therefore, this study could
be duplicated using more charter schools, perhaps schools
outside the state of Georgia, in order to increase statis¬
tical power so that one may find statistically significant
differences between groups.
2. It is recommended that the items used to measure
the budgeting area of shared decision making be refined, so
that additional information may be collected.
3. The Georgia Department of Education should
authorize funding to provide staff development that is
designed to educate all school personnel and stakeholders
about charter schools and mandated shared decision making.
4. The Georgia Department of Education should
authorize funding of an independent contractor to conduct an
assessment of the state's charter schools to determine their
effectiveness in achieving shared decision making.
Summary
In Chapter VI a short review of each chapter was
given. In addition, the findings were discussed based on
the analysis of the data as related to the null hypotheses
and research questions. The conclusions, implications, and
recommendations were also presented in this chapter.
APPENDIX A
SURVEY INSTRUMENTS
This appendix contains the two versions of the
Teachers' and Principals' Perceptions of Shared Decision





Teachers’ and Principals’ Perceptions
of Shared Decision Making




Rate the following statements based on your perception of their importance to shared decision making (Ideal) and how
much they are practiced in your school (Actual)
Ideal Actual
1 Of no importance 1 Not at all
2 Of tome importance 2 To a small extent
3 Important 3 To a great extend
4 Very important 4 To a very great extent
Ideal Actual
1. Teachers help develop a vision for the school. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2. Teachers participate in the goal setting process for the school. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
3. Teachers help establish school priorities. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
4. Teachers contribute to the development of a plan to meet
the school’s goals. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
5. Teachers play an active role in evaluating school goals. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
6. Teachers work together to set their own work standards. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
7. Teachers set standards for their students’ work. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
8. Teachers contribute to the standards set for discipline in the school. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
9. Teachers help set standards for student promotion and/or retention. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
10. Teachers help make adjustments in the school’s curriculum. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
11. Teachers determine the pace of instruction for students. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
12. Teachers participate in making school-wide curriculum decisions. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
13. Teachers participate in the selection of textbooks. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
14. School-wide committees of teachers coordinate curricula. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
15. Teachers participate in curricula development 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
16. Teachers determine the instructional activities they use in
their classroom. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
17. Teachers monitor the effectiveness ofcurriculum 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
18. Teachers are involved in the budget planning process. 12 3 4
19. Teachers are able to decide how the school will spend ita
allotted funds. 12 3 4
12 3 4




1 Of no importance




2 To a small extent
3 To a great extend1
4 To a very great extent
Ideal Actual
21. Teacher* help decide teaching assignments of staffmembers. 12 3 4
22. Teachers take part in staffing decisions, including such trade-offs
as using instructional aides or hiring vice-principals, counselors,
and other special area staff 12 3 4
23. Teachers have a voice in the recruitment and selection of




24. Teachers have a voice in the development of the schedule for the
school. 2 3 4 2 3 4
25. Teachers play a part in determining how the school building is used. 12 3 4
26. Teachers help develop plans to improve building facilities.







28. Teachers work together to arrive at decisions on the basis of
majority rule.
29. A decision is not made until consensus is reached.
30. Decisions are not made until everyone can accept the proposal
to some extent
31. Teachers help determine the staff development they will receive.
32. Teachers share their expert knowledge in a structured setting.
33. Teachers have access to special training when necessary.
34. Teachers account for decisions made through a shared process.
35. Teachers’ involvement in shared decision making is important
for increased professionalism
for school improvement
for better school morale

























Demographic Data This information isfor descriptivepurposes only. It will not be
usedfor any purposes ofanalysis.
1 How many years ofexperience do you have as m educator? Years
2. How many years ofexperience do you have m this school building'’ Years





4. What is your gender?
(1) Male
(2) Female
5 What is your age? Years








8 What is the configuration ofyour school? (Check only one)
(1) Elementary school
(2) Middle school

















Teachers9 and Principals9 Perceptions
of Shared Decision Making




Rate the following statements baaed on your perception of their importance to shared decision (Ideal) and how
much they are practiced in your school (Actual).
Ideal Actual
1 Of no importance
2 Of some importance
3 Important
4 Very important
1. Teachers help develop a vision for the school. 1
Z Teachers participate in the goal setting process for the school 1
3. Teachers help establish school priorities. 1
4. Teachers contribute to the development of a plan to meet
the school’s goals. 1
5. Teachers play an active role in evaluating school goals. 1
6. Teachers work together to set their own work standards. 1
7. Teachers set standards for their students' work. 1
8. Teachers contribute to the standards set for diactplma m the school 1
9. Teachers help set standards for student promotion and/or retention 1
10. Teachers help make adjustments in the school’s curriculum- 1
11. Teachers determine the pace of instruction for students 1
1Z Teachers participate in "*ab*"g school-wide curriculum decisions 1
13. Teachers participate in the selection of textbooks. 1
14. School-wide oommittees of teachers coordinate cumcula. 1
15. Teachers participate in curricula development. 1
16. Teachers determine the instructional sctivitics they use in
their classroom. 1
17. Teachers monitor the effectiveness of cumcuhim. 1
18. Teachers are involved in the budget planning process. 1
19. Teachers are able to decide bow the school will spend its
allotted funds. 1
20. Teachers have a voice in the recruitment and selection of teachers. 1
1 Not at all
2 To a small extant
3 To a great extent^-













































1 Of no importance
2 Of loot importance
3 Important
4 Very important
21. Tcachcta help decide trachmg assignments of «t«ffmembers 1
22. Teachers take part in ruffing decisions, mehiding such trade-offi
as using instructional aides or hiring vice-pnncipals, counselors,
and other special area staff 1
23. Teachers have a voice m the recruitment and selection of
administrators 1
24. Teachers have a voice in the development of the schedule for the
school. 1
23. Teachers play a part in determining how the school building it used. 1
26. Teachers help develop plans to improve building facilities 1
27. Teachers are on a council or group thatmakes school-wide
decisions. 1
28. Teachers work together to strive it decisions on the basis of
majority rule. 1
29. A decision is notmade until consensus is reached. 1
30. Decisions are notmade until everyone can acoapt the proposal
to some extent 1
31. Teachers help determine the stiffdevelopment theywill reoen*. 1
32. Teachers share their expert knowledge in a structured setting 1
33. Teachers have access to special training when necessary. 1
34. Teachers account for decisions made through s abated pmnati 1
33. Teachers' involvement in shared decision making is important
for increased profetsicicshwn 1
for school improvement 1
for trh^ol wwiriU
for increased job satisfaction 1
1 Not at all
2 To a small extent
3 To a great extant
4 To a very great extent
Ideal Actual
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1 2 3 4




This information isfor descriptive purposes only. Itwill not be usedfor any purposes ofanalysis.
1. How many yean ofexperience do you have u an educator?
Yean
2. How many yean of experience do you have in this school building?
Yean




(4) Doctorate4.What is your gender?
(1) Male
(2) Female5.What is your age?
Yean








Thank you for your participation
3
APPENDIX B
APPROVAL LETTER TO USE AND MODIFY THE
TIPS 2 INSTRUMENT
Consultants to Education and Industry
November 5, 1997
Ms. Regina Merriwether




I hereby grant permission for you to modify the T.I.P.S. 2 instrument so that you can
use it for your research. We would be very interested in the results of your study and
would appreciate your sending them to us.
Should you have any additional questions, please call us. We thank you for using our
instrument and wish you good luck in your future endeavors.
Ruth B. GreenWatt, EdO
President
PO Box 182 ■ New City, NY 10956 914 • 638 • 1230
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APPENDIX C
APPROVAL LETTER TO CONDUCT THE RESEARCH
to: Randy Lee, Principal
Druid Hills High School
from: Dr Ganga Persaud
subject: Approval for Data Collection
date: December 3, 1997
The Department ofResearch and Evaluation has approved Regina Merriweather’s proposal for data
collection in your school on A Study of Teachers and Principals Perceptions of the Georgia Charter
Schools. This approval has the support of a panel of reviewers including Dr. Catherine Turk,
Executive Director. The study has also been approved by Clark Atlanta University for the award of
the Doctor of Education Degree.









DtKalb County School Syctom
DKUID HILLS HIGH SCHOOL
1790 HAYOOOO ORIVC. N C.
Atlanta, okoroia 10307
Dear
Thank you for agreeing to allow me to conduct my study on shared decision making in
your school. The purpose of my study is to determine ifGeorgia charter school teachers'
and principals'perceptions differ in their ideal and actual practices in shared decision
making
The information your school provides will be treated confidentially, the research
findings will not include the name of respondents nor the schools were they are
employed. However, the surveys are color coded to determine if they were completed by
the principal (beige) or the teachers (white).
Please return the completed questionnaire within 7 days or after at least fifty percent of
the questionnaires have been returned to you. A telephone call will follow after this
period if no response has been received. I have included a self-addressed, stamped
envelope for the completed questionnaires.
Thank you in advance for your time and response. If you have any questions please do
not hesitate to call me at (770) 498-9471 or (404) 325-4755 ext 204.
Sincerely,
352 Sundown Way
Stone Mountain, Georgia 30087
' THf SCHOOL CANNOT LIVl AAAAT TKM TNI COMMJNTTY"
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APPENDIX E
STATE OF GEORGIA CHARTER SCHOOL STATUTE
STATE OF GEORGIA
CHARTER SCHOOL STATUTE
20-2-255. Petitions for charter school status.
(a) It is the intent of the General Assembly that this Code section provide
a means whereby local schools may choose to substitute a binding academic
and or vocational performance based contract approved by both state and
local boards of education, called a charter, for state and local rules,
regulations, policies; and procedures and the applicability of the other
provisions of this title.
(b) For purposes of this Code section, the term:
(1) “Charter” means an academic and or vocational performance
based contract between the state board, a local board of education, and
a local school, the terms of which are approved by the local board of
education and by the state board for an initial period of up to five years.
Each academic and or vocational performance- based contract will
exempt a school from state and local rules, regulations, policies, and
procedures and from the provisions of this title according u> the terms of
the contract.
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(2) ‘‘Charter school" means a school that is operating under the terms
of a charter granted by the sate board.
(3) “Local board" means a county or independent board of education
exercising control and management of a local school system pursuant to
Article VIII, Secdon V of the Constitution.
(4) "Local school" means a public school in Georgia which is under
the management and control of a local board.
(5) "Petition" means a proposal to enter into a performance based
contract between the state board and a local school whereby the local
school obtains charter school status.
(6) "State board" means the State Board of Education.
(c) Any local school may petition the state board for charter school status
in accordance with a schedule approved by the state board. Such petitions
must:
(1) Be approved by the local board of education;
(2) Be freely agreed to by a majority of the faculty and instructional
staff members by secret ballot at the school initiating the petition;
(3) Be agreed to by a majority of the parents present ax a meeting
called for the purpose of deciding whether to initiate the petition;
(4) Describe a plan for school improvement chat addresses how the
school proposes to work toward improving student learning and meeting
the America 2000 national goals and state education goals;
(5) Outline proposed academic and or vocational performance crite¬
ria that will be used during the initial period of the charter to measure
progress of the school in improving student learning and in meeting the
America 2000 national goals and state education goals;
(6) Describe how the faculty, instructional staff, and parents of stu¬
dents enrolled in the school will be involved in developing the petition,
developing and implementing the improvement plan, and identifying an
academic and or vocational performance criteria; and
(7) Describe how the concerns of faculty, instructional staff, and
parents of students enrolled in the school will be solicited and addressed
in evaluating the effectiveness of the improvement plan.
(d) The sate board is authorised and directed to establish criteria and
procedures for charter schools. Each year, the sate board must review
petitions for charter school status received from local schools. The sate
board is directed to approve such petitions and to gram charter school
tutus to local schools whose petitions, in the opinion of the state board:
(1) Provide a plan for improvement at the school level for improving
student learning and for meeting the national and sate education goals;
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(2) Include a set of academic and or vocational performance based
objectives and student achievement based objecuves for the term of the
charter and the means for measuring those objecuves on at least a yearly
basis;
(3) Include an agreement to proside a vearlv report to parents, the
community, the local board, and the state board which indicates the
progress made by the charter school in the previous year in meeting the
academic and or vocational performance objectives; and
(4) Include a proposal to directlv and substantially involve the parents
of students enrolled in the school as well as the faculty, instructional staff,
and the broader community in the process of creating the petidon and in
carrying out the terms of the charier.
(e) The state board may allow local schools to resubmit petitions for
charter school status if the original peddon was. in the opinion of the state
board, deficient in one or more respects. The Department of Education is
authorized and directed to provide technical assistance to the faculty and
instructional staff of local schools in the creation or modification of these
petitions.
(f) The state board will include in the terms of each charter
(1) A mechanism for declaring the charter null and void if a majority
of the faculty, instructional staff of the school, and parents present at a
meeting called for the purpose of deciding whether to declare the
charter null and void request the state board to withdraw the charter or
if. at any time, in the opinion of the state board, the school enjoying
charter school status fails to fulfill the terms of the charter,
(2) dear academic and or vocational performance baaed and student
achievement based objectives and the means to measure those objectives
on at least a yearly basis;
(5) A mechanism for updating the terms of each charter, agreed to by
all parties and subject to the approval of a majority of die faculty,
instructional staff and parents present at a meeting called for the
purpose of deciding whether to update the terms of the charter, based
upon the yearly progress reports given the state board by the charter
school;
(4) A provision that the expenditure controls contained in Code
Section 20-2-167 may be relaxed only for those direct instructional
expenditures actually made by each charter school for the students of
that school; and
(5) A provision to exempt the school from state rules, regulations,
policies, and procedures and from other provisions of this tide, unless
otherwise specified.
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(g) Any request for petition to obtain charter school status sent by a local
school to a local school board shall be forwarded by the local school board
to the State Board of Education. If a local school board disapproves a local
school's request for petition, the local school board must inform the faculty
of the local school of the reasons for such disapproval, and a copy of these
reasons must be forwarded to the state board. The state board may, at its
discretion, request a hearing to receive further information from the local
school board and the local school faculty.
(h) The state board is authorized to renew charters on a one-rear or
multiyear basis, not to exceed five yean, for local schools after the initial
period, provided all parties to the original charter approve such renewal
with a vote of a majority of the faculty, instructional staff and parents
present at a meeting called for the purpose of deciding whether to renew
the charter.
(i) Charter schools will be given special preference by the state board in
receiving grant funds for alternative, schools, classroom technology,,school
improvement programs, mentoring neogramj or other grant programs
designed to improve local school performance.
{j) The state board will report to the General Assembly each year on the
status of the charter school program. (Code 1961, 8 20-2-255, enacted by
Ga. L. 1995, p. 1440, § 1; Ga. L. 1995, p. 307, § 1.)
paragraphs (1) and (2); subsdtuttd "Amer¬
ica 2000 national goals sad state education
fOAift" for '*B£iiofiAJ tnd m iductooc
goals" in paragraphs (4) and (5); also, in
paragraph (5), insonsd "academic and or
vocational", and deleted "three-yew" fol¬
lowing “initial"; in subsection (d). inserted
"academic and or vocational" in paiagrapha
(2) and (3); rewrote subsections (f) and (h):
added proem mhercrion (I); and tedetig-
naiad former suhaacrion (I) as present sub¬
section (j).
Effective date. — This Code section be¬
came effective April 19, 1993.
The 1999 arnendmatt, effective July 1,
1995* inserted "academic and oemotional"
ui subsection (a); in paragraph (1) at sub¬
section (b), in the Am sentence, suberinned
"an academic and or vocational" for "a",
and subetituted "an initial period of up so
five rears" for “an initial three-yew period ;
and inserted "academic and or motional"
in the second sentence; in subsection (c).




(a) Submission of Petition. A school seeking charter school
status (petitioner) shall first submit Its petition to the local
board of education (LBOE) for approval. Upon approval, the LBOE
shall submit the petition to the Georgia Board of Education (GBOE).
1. A petition for charter school status shall include:
(I) A school improvement plan that shows how the school community
proposes to Improve student learning and meet national and state
education goals.
(II) A set of academic and/or vocational performance-based
objectives and student achievement-based objectives and the means
for measuring those objectives on at least an annual basis.
Academic and/or vocational performance-based objectives and student
achievement-based objectives are statements regarding what students
should know and be able to do at various levels of educational
attainment. Performance criteria are Indicators of desired levels
of attainment.
(III) An agreement to provide a yearly report to parents of
students enrolled In the school, the community, the LBOE and the
GBOE indicating progress toward meeting the objectives In the
previous year.
(1v) A plan for directly and substantially Involving the parents
of students enrolled In the school, as well as the faculty,
instructional staff and community, In the process of creating the
petition and carrying out the terms of the charter.
(v) Certification by the local school system superintendent that
the petition was approved by the LBOE and freely agreed to: (1) by
secret ballot by a majority of the faculty and Instructional staff
members at the school Initiating the petition and (2) by a majority
of the parents of students enrolled In the school who were present
at a meeting called for the purpose of deciding whether to Initiate
the petition.
(b) Submission of an Unapproved Petition. If a LBOE does not
approve the petition, the LBOE shall forward the petition to the
GBOE and Inform the faculty and GBOE of the reasons for the
disapproval. The petitioner must then present evldenca satisfactory
to the GBOE that the petition was duly approved by the faculty.
Instructional staff members and parents.
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(c) Role of the Georgia Department of Education. The Georgia
Department of Education shall review each petition and shall make
recommendations to the GBOE concerning approval. After reviewing
the petition, the department shall advise the petitioner about
possible amendments to the petition to overcome any deficiencies.
(2) MOOEL CHARTER. Appendix A 1s a model form of a charter and
may be modified.
Authority O.C.G.A. § 20-2-255.






































A BILL TO BB BMTXTLBD
AN ACT
To amend Chapter 2 of Title 20 of the Official Code of
Georgia Annotated, relating to elementary and secondary
education, so as to repeal Coda Section 20-2-255, relating
to petitions for charter school status; to enact the
"Charter Schools Act of 1997"; to provide for charter
schools; to provide for a short title; to provide for a
statement of intent; to provide for definitions; to provide
for a petition for charter school status by a local school;
to provide for a petition for charter school status by
parties other than a local school; to provide for charter
school requirements; to provide for enrollment in charter
schools; to provide for no discrimination in charter
schools; to prohibit certain reprisals; to provide for the
review and approval of charter school petitions by the state
board; to provide for the approval or denial of a charter
petition by a local board; to provide for the required terms
of a charter; to provide for the renewal of a charter; to
provide for the creation of an Office of Charter School
Compliance and the responsibilities thereof; to provide for
an annual report to the General Assembly; to provide for
related matters; to provide an effective date; to repeal
conflicting laws; and for other purposes.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF GEORGIA:
SECTION 1.
Chapter 2 of Title 20 of the Official Code of Georgia
Annotated, relating to elementary and secondary education,
is amended by repealing Code Section 20-2-255, relating to
petitions for charter school status.
SECTION 2.
Said chapter is further amended by adding at the end thereof
























































This article shall be known and may be cited as the
•Charter Schools Act of 1997.'
20-2-2061.
(a) It is the intent of the General Assembly to provide a
means whereby:
(1) Local schools may choose to substitute an academic
or vocational performance based contract or academic and
vocational performance based contract approved by both
state and local boards of education, called a charter,
for state and local rules, regulations, policies, and
procedures and the applicability of the other provisions
of this title; and
(2) Private individuals, private organizations, or state
or local public entities may establish a local school
which is subject to an academic or vocational
performance based contract or academic and vocational
performance based contract approved by both state and
local boards of education, called a charter, which
exempts the local school from state and local rules,
regulations, policies, and procedures and from other
. provisions of this title.
(b) For purposes of this article, the term:
(1) 'Charter' means an academic or vocational
performance based contract between the state board, a
local board of education, and a local school, the terms
of which are approved by the local board of education
and by the state board for an initial period of up to
five years. Each academic or vocational performance
based contract or academic and vocational performance
based contract will exempt a school from state and local
rules, regulations, policies, and procedures and from
the provisions of this title, unless otherwise specified
in the charter.
(2) 'Charter petitioner* means a local school, private
individual, private organization, or state or local
public entity which submits a charter petition to a
local board.
(3) 'Charter school' means a school that is operating
under the terns of a charter granted by the state board.
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(4) 'Local board' means a county or independent board of
education exercising control and management of a local
school system pursuant to Article VIII, Section V of the
Constitution.
(5) 'Local school' means a public school in Georgia
which is under the management and control of a local
board.
(6) 'Minimum state standards' means such minimum
standards as are established by the state board as a

















































(7) 'Petition* means a proposal to enter into a charter.
(8) 'State board' means the State Board of Education.
(c) Any local school may petition the state board for
charter school status in accordance with a schedule
approved by the state board. Such petitions must:
(1) Be approved by the local board;
(2) Be freely agreed to by a majority of the faculty and
instructional staff members by secret ballot at the
school initiating the petition;
(3) Be freely agreed to by a majority of the parents
present at a meeting called for the purpose of deciding
whether to submit the petition to the local board for
its approval;
(4) Describe a plan for school improvement that
addresses how the charter petitioner proposes to improve
student learning and meet minimum state standards;
(5) Outline proposed verifiable academic or vocational
performance based criteria or verifiable academic and
vocational performance based criteria that will be used
during the initial period of the charter to measure the
progress of the charter petitioner in improving student
learning and meeting minimum state standards;
(6) Describe how the faculty, instructional staff, and
parents of students enrolled in the school will be
involved in developing the petition, developing and
implementing the improvement plan, and identifying
academic or vocational performance based criteria or
academic and vocational performance based criteria;
-3-
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(7) Provide for a governing body which is responsible
for carrying out the terms of the charter, the majority
of the members of which shall be parents of students
enrolled in the school who are not employed by the
school or by the local school district in which the
charter school is located, but which governing body is
subject to the control and management of the local board
for that school district; and
(8) Describe how the concerns of parents of students
enrolled in the school, faculty, instructional staff,
and the broader community will be solicited and
addressed in evaluating the effectiveness of the
improvement plan.
(d) Any private individual, private organization, or state
or local public entity, or combination thereof, may
petition the state board for a charter on behalf of a
proposed charter school in accordance with a schedule
160
18 approved by tha stab* board. Such patitiona must:
19 (1) Ba approved by tha local board;
20 (2) Subject that school to tha control and management of
21 that local board;
22 (3) Provide that the faculty and other personnel of that
23 charter school shall become and remain employees of that
24 local board; and
22 (4) Satisfy all of the requirements set forth in
26 paragraphs (4) through (8) of subsection (e) of this
27 Code section.
28 20-2-2062.
29 (a) A charter school shall be:
30 (1) A public, nonsectarian school;
31 (2) Subject to the control and management of the local
32 board in the same manner as other local schools under
33 ' 1 such control and managaamnt of that local board, subject
34 to the provisions of the charter and this article;
39 (3) Required to comply with federal, state, and local
36 rules, regulations, and statutes relating to civil
37 right*,- insurance, the protection of the physTcn health
38 and safety of school students, employees, and visitors.
39 and the prevention of unlawful conduct. The department
40 of education shall publish a list of relevant rules.
-4-
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1 regulations, and statutes to notify each charter school
2 of its responsibilities under this paragraph;
3 (4) Subject to all laws relating to unlawful conduct in
4 or near a public school; and
9 (9) Subject to an annual financial audit in the manner
6 required of a local school.
7 (b) A charter school shall enroll any eligible student who
5 submits a timely application unless the number of
9 applications emceed* the capacity of a program, class,
10 grad* level, or building. In sueh case, all applicants
11 shall have an equal chance of being admitted through a
12 random selection process. A student who resides outside
13 the sehool district in which the charter school is located
14 may not enroll in that school except pursuant to a19contractual agreement between the local boards of the
16 school district in which the student resides and the
17 school district in which the sehool is located. A charter
II school shall give enrollment preference to students who
19 reside in the local school district in which the charter
20 school is located. A charter school may give enrollment
21 preference to a sibling of a student currently enrolled in
22 the charter school. A student may withdraw without
23 penalty from a charter school at any time and enroll in
161
24 mother local school in the local school district where
25 such student resides.
26 (c) A charter school shall not discriminate on any basis
27 that would be illegal if used by a school system;
28 provided, however, that a charter school may limit
29 admission to a particular age group or grade level, to
30 students considered at risk of academic failure, or to
31 areas of academic concentration for the school curriculum,
32 including but not limited to mathematics, science, or the
33 arts. A charter school may establish cSAsonable criteria
34 to evaluate prospective students which shall be outlined
35 in the petition.
36 20-2-2063.
37 A local board of education or a school system employee who
38 has control over personnel actions shall not take unlawful
39 reprisal against another employee of the school system
40 because such other e^loyee is directly or indirectly
41 involved with a petition to establish a charter school. A
42 . local board of education or a school system employee shall






























of any school or school system because a petition to
establish a charter school proposes the conversion of all
or a portion of such educational program to a charter
school. As used in this subsection, the term 'unlawful
reprisal* means an action taken by a local board of
education or a school system employee as a direct result
of a lawful petition to establish a charter school which
action is adverse to another employee and which is not
lawfully taken in response to any action or behavior of
such employee or is adverse to an educational program of
the school or the school system and:
(1) With respect to such other employee, results in one
or more of tho following:
(A) Disciplinary or eorrectlvo action:
(B) Transfer or reassignment, whether temporary or
permanent:
(C) Suspension, demotion, or dismissal:
(D) An unfavorable performance evaluation:
(E) A reduction in pay, benefits, or awards:
(f) Elimination of the e^loyee's position without a
reduction in force by reason of lack of moneys or
work: or
(S) Other significant changes in duties or
responsibilities that are inconsistent with the
esployee's salary or employment classification: or
(2) With respect to an educational program, results in














































(A) Suspension or termination of the educational
program;
(3) Transfer or reassignment of the educational
program to a less favorable department;
(C) Relocation of the educational program to a less
favorable site within the school or school district;
or
(D) Significant reduction or termination of funding




(a) each year, the state board must review petitions for
charter school status received by the board. The state
board shall approve such petitions and grant charter
school status to charter petitioners whose petitions, in
the opinion of the state beard:
(1) Meet the requirements set forth in subsection (c) or
(d) of Code Section 20-2-2061, as applicable; and
(2) Include an agreement to provide a yearly report to
parents, the eosmunity, the local board, and the state
board which indicates the progress made by the charter
school in the previous year in implementing its school
improvement plan.
(b) A local board must by- a majority vote approve or deny
a petition no later than 60 days after the petition is
received. If the petition is denied by a local board,
within 30 days after such denial the local board must
explain in writing supported by coaq>etent substantial
evidence and delivered to the charter petitioner and the
state board how approving the petition would be contrary
to the best interest of the students or the coMunity.
The state board any mediate between the local board and a
charter petitioner whose petition was denied to assist in
obtaining approval of the petition, but such approval must
be obtained by majority vote of the local board.
(c) The state board shall include in the terms of each
charter:
(1) A mechanism for declaring the charter null and void
if a majority of the parents of students enrolled at the
school present at a meeting called for the purpose of
deciding whether to declare the charter null and void
request the state board to withdraw the charter;
(2) A statement that the state board or local board,
after providing reasonable notice to a charter school

















































r«n«w eh* charter or may tarmlnae* Che charter for any
oS Che following grounds:
(A) Failura to implement th* school improvement plan
sat forth in th* petition;




(C) A violation of applicable federal, state, or local
laws; or
(D) Th* existence of competent substantial evidence
that the continued operation of th* charter school
would be contrary to the beat interest of the students
or the cnnmunlty;
(3) A mechanism for updating the terse of each charter
agreed to by the loeal board and state board and subject
to the approval of a majority of the faculty.
Instructional staff, and parents present at a meeting
called for the purpose of deciding whether to update the
terms of the charter; which decision to update shall be
based upon the yearly progress reports given the state
board by the charter school;
(4) A statement that the local board and state board
shall treat the charter school no less favorably than
other local schools located within the applicable local
school district with respect to the provision of funds
for instructional, administrative, transportation, and
building programs; and
(3) A statement that, except as provided in this article
and in the charter, the charter school shall be exempt
from all state and local statutes, rules, regulations,
policies, and procedures relating to schools within the
applicable local school district.
(d) Unless otherwise reguested in writing not to do so by
the governing body of a charter school or the local board
which approved that school's charter, the state board is
authorized to renew a charter on a one-year or multiyear
basis, not to exceed seven years, for a charter school
after the initial period.
(e) The state board shall create within the Department of
Education an Office of Charter School Compliance the
responsibilities of which shall be to:
(1) Prepare charter school program guidelines to be
approved by th* state board and which may be adopted for
use by a local board;
(2) Distribute charter school application information to
inquiring parties;
(3) Process all charter school applications for
















(4) Administer any state or federal charter school
is^leaenration grant program; and
IS) Compile information necessary to produce the annual
report required by subsection (f) of this Code section.
(f) The state board shall report to the General Assembly
each year on the status of the charter school program.*
SECTION 3.
This Act shall become effective upon its approval by the
Governor or upon its becoming law without such approval.
SECTION 4.
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